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Abstract11

A powerful approach to understanding the computations carried out in visual cortex is to develop models that pre-12

dict neural responses to arbitrary images. Deep neural network (DNN) models have worked remarkably well at13

predicting neural responses [1, 2, 3], yet their underlying computations remain buried in millions of parameters.14

Have we simply replaced one complicated system in vivo with another in silico? Here, we train a data-driven deep15

ensemble model that predicts macaque V4 responses ∼50% more accurately than currently-used task-driven DNN16

models. We then compress this deep ensemble to identify compact models that have 5,000x fewer parameters17

yet equivalent accuracy as the deep ensemble. We verified that the stimulus preferences of the compact models18

matched those of the real V4 neurons by measuring V4 responses to both ‘maximizing’ and adversarial images19

generated using compact models. We then analyzed the inner workings of the compact models and discovered a20

common circuit motif: Compact models share a similar set of filters in early stages of processing but then special-21

ize by heavily consolidating this shared representation with a precise readout. This suggests that a V4 neuron’s22

stimulus preference is determined entirely by its consolidation step. To demonstrate this, we investigated the com-23

pression step of a dot-detecting compact model and found a set of simple computations that may be carried out24

by dot-selective V4 neurons. Overall, our work demonstrates that the DNN models currently used in computa-25

tional neuroscience are needlessly large; our approach provides a new way forward for obtaining explainable,26

high-accuracy models of visual cortical neurons.27
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Main28

One of the most influential computational models of sensory processing is the simple yet effective linear-nonlinear29

(LN) model, which uses a single spatiotemporal filter to describe a neuron’s stimulus selectivity [4, 5, 6, 7]. LN30

models accurately predict responses of neurons in retina and primary visual cortex (V1), and their filter parame-31

ters are easily interpretable [8, 9, 10]. However, LN models fail to predict responses from neurons in higher-order32

visual cortex, such as V4 and IT [11, 12], making it clear that more complicated models are needed [13, 14, 15].33

Recent work has shown that after training a DNN model to perform object recognition, the DNN’s internal rep-34

resentations are predictive of V4 and IT responses both in human and non-human primates [1, 2, 16]. However,35

these task-driven DNN models have tens of millions of parameters, making it next to impossible to understand the36

step-by-step computations between image and response [17, 18]. Are such large DNN models necessary? In this37

work, we seek to determine whether models with far fewer parameters can accurately predict neural responses. If38

the smallest model still requires millions of parameters to be predictive, one may give up on understanding local39

circuit-level interactions of this ”black box” and instead focus on global, layer-level operations [2, 3]. However,40

if the smallest model more closely resembles the LN model, we may yet have a chance to understand the step-41

by-step computations of visual cortical processing by analyzing a small number of simple filters [19], such as42

edge and curve detectors [20, 21], and basic computations, such as surround suppression [22, 23], winner-takes-all43

competition [24], and divisive normalization [25]. In this paper, we find the latter: We build simple yet powerful44

models of V4 responses to natural images and then dissect these models to understand the circuit-level computa-45

tions of V4 neurons.46

Identifying compact deep neural network models of V4 neurons47

We focused our efforts on predicting neural responses in macaque V4, a mid-level visual processing area whose48

neurons are selective for a wide range of visual features, such as edges, curves, textures, and colors [26, 27]. This49

diversity in stimulus preferences makes it difficult for any one model to dependably predict V4 responses across50

different stimulus types [28, 29]. To date, the most predictive models of V4 neurons rely on the intermediate51

stages of large, task-driven DNN models trained to perform object recognition [1, 30]. While probing the filters52

in such models has led to some success in identifying key computations [31, 32, 33], we were inspired by recent53

advances in model compression techniques that identified compressed DNN models with vastly fewer parameters54

but equivalent accuracy in the setting of object recognition [34, 35, 36]. If sufficiently small models are predictive55

of V4 responses, we may be able to uncover the inner computations of the compressed models. We took a two-56

step approach. First, because task-driven models are not directly optimized to predict V4 responses, we chose57

to optimize a data-driven DNN model trained on V4 responses to many images with the goal of achieving high58

prediction power specifically for the V4 neurons we record. Second, we designed a model compression framework59

to identify compressed DNN models of our large data-driven DNN model.60

We built a large, data-driven DNN model that passed an input image through a task-driven DNN to obtain activity61

features from an intermediate layer (Fig. 1a, blue DNN); we then passed these features as input into an ensemble62

of convolutional DNNs (Fig. 1a, green DNNs). We used this deep ensemble to overcome overfitting: Each DNN63

in the ensemble overfits differently to the small amount of training data, and averaging over the ensemble averages64

away differences in overfitting [37]. The parameters of the deep ensemble were trained, while the task-driven65

model’s parameters remained fixed. Our training data comprised 44 recording sessions from 3 monkeys; each66

session had ∼50 neurons and ∼2,000 unique images, leading to a combined total of ∼78,000 unique images (see67

Methods). We treated each session has having a new set of neurons by assuming a new linear readout for each68

session (see Ext. Data Fig. 1 for detailed model diagrams); we held out 4 recording sessions (at least 1 session69

from each animal) for evaluation.70

We found that prediction performances of task-driven DNN models (Fig. 1b, black, ∼40% explained variance,71

noise corrected) were consistent with those reported in previous studies [12, 38, 30, 39] (but see [40] and Ext.72

Data Fig. 2). The prediction performance of our ensemble model was 50% better than that of task-driven mod-73

els (Fig. 1b, green, ∼60% explained variance, noise corrected). Despite being trained only on our recorded V474

neurons, our deep ensemble model was predictive of V4 responses from a separate study (Ext. Data Fig. 2), sug-75

gesting our model generalizes well to held out V4 neurons. The substantial boost in performance was primarily the76
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Figure 1: Identifying compact models of macaque V4 neurons. a. We presented natural images while recording
from neurons in visual cortical area V4. We model the mapping between images and repeat-averaged V4 responses
(spike counts taken in 100 ms bins) with a two-stage model. The first stage is to pass the image through the early
and middle layers of a task-driven DNN trained to perform object recognition (blue, ResNet50). We then take the
output activity of a middle layer of ResNet50 as input to the second stage—an ensemble of convolutional DNNs
(green). Each ensemble DNN has the same architecture but different random initializations. The weights of the
deep ensemble are shared across recording sessions, but we assume a new set of neurons each session by fitting
new linear mappings between the deep ensemble’s output and V4 responses for each session. The final predicted
V4 responses are the outputs of these linear mappings averaged across the ensemble (see Ext. Data Fig. 1 for
detailed diagrams).
(continued on next page...)
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Figure 1: (...continued from previous page)
b. Comparison of prediction performance for different DNN models on held-out images and recording sessions.
DNN models included task-driven models (black) as well as our proposed data-driven deep ensemble model
(green). We report noise-corrected R2, which accounts for repeat-to-repeat noise in the estimates of the repeat-
averaged responses (Ext. Data Fig. 2). Each dot denotes one V4 neuron. c-f. Four modeling improvements that
boosted prediction performance. These included placing a nonlinear mapping between ResNet50 features and V4
responses (c), training on a large number of recording sessions (d), using a deep ensemble with many small DNNs
(e), and training on images chosen adaptively by active learning and gaudy images versus randomly-chosen normal
images (f). See Methods for details on each analysis. Lines denote medians, error bars denote 90% bootstrapped
confidence intervals. g. Framework to identify compact models. We take our large deep ensemble model (top)
and use the model compression techniques (knowledge distillation and pruning) to identify a compact model, one
for each V4 neuron (bottom). h. Prediction performance on held-out V4 responses for the deep ensemble model
versus that of the compact models. Each dot denotes one V4 neuron; the dashed line denotes the same level of
prediction. On average, the compact models predicted V4 responses only slightly worse than the deep ensemble
model with a decrease in median noise-corrected ∆R2 = 0.05 (orange line), much smaller than that of task-driven
ResNet50 features (∆R2 = 0.15, black line). The R2s between compact and ensemble model predictions across
neurons were highly correlated (ρ = 0.96), suggesting that no group of V4 neurons (e.g., “dot detectors”) was
more poorly explained than another group by the compact models. i. Number of parameters (including linear map-
pings) for our deep ensemble model (green), task-driven models (black), and compact models (orange). The y-axis
is in log-scale. Inset: Total number of convolutional filters for each compact model across V4 neurons; the me-
dian was 164 filters, whereas our deep ensemble model had ∼150,000 filters. j. Diagram for an example compact
model showing all weight parameters for its convolutional filters. Pink denotes positive (or excitatory) weights,
and green denotes negative (or inhibitory) weights. Because layer 1 filters directly take the RGB image as input,
the weights are colored based on RGB channels. For clarity, the mixing weights and batchnorm weights are not
shown (see Ext. Data Fig. 1).

result of four modeling improvements. First, allowing for a nonlinear mapping (i.e., the deep ensemble) between77

task-driven DNN features (e.g., ResNet50) and V4 responses better predicted responses (Fig. 1c) than using a lin-78

ear mapping typical of most studies [12, 30, 39, 41]. Second, training on a large number of recording sessions led79

to better prediction, as expected (Fig. 1d). Third, using a DNN ensemble versus a single DNN increased prediction80

performance (Fig. 1e). Fourth, a portion of our training images were chosen adaptively in closed-loop experiments81

via active learning [42, 43, 44] and synthetically-generated “gaudy images”, previously shown to improve training82

of DNN models [45]. Training on responses to these images led to better prediction than randomly-chosen natural83

images (Fig. 1f, blue line above black line). Together, these improvements helped to substantially boost prediction84

performance of the deep ensemble model by 50% over current task-driven models—this alone was a significant85

advance in state-of-the-art prediction of V4 responses. However, the deep ensemble model’s 60 million parameters86

made interpreting any internal computations next to impossible, a key challenge in making DNN models usable for87

understanding vision.88

To overcome this challenge, we sought ways to compress the deep ensemble model as much as possible while89

maintaining high prediction power—how small can the model be without giving up predictive power? To address90

this question, we used in tandem a pair of model compression techniques known as knowledge distillation [35]91

and pruning [36, 46, 47, 48, 49] (Fig. 1g). We first performed distillation by collecting the deep ensemble model’s92

predicted responses to 12 million natural images; we then used these image-response pairs to train a much smaller93

DNN with 5 layers (100 convolutional filters per layer). Training this small DNN model directly on our real data94

failed due to overfitting (median noise-corrected R2 = 0.11), hence the need for distillation. We then pruned this95

distilled DNN by ablating convolutional filters that contributed little to the model’s output and then re-trained; we96

stopped pruning when prediction performance decreased by 5% relative to that of the deep ensemble model. We97

call the resulting pruned model a compact model; for each V4 neuron, we fit one compact model. The prediction98

performance of the compact models (Fig. 1h, median noise-corrected R2 = 0.55) was only slightly less than that99

of the ensemble model (median noise-corrected R2 = 0.60) but much greater than that of the top performing task-100

driven DNN model, ResNet50 (median noise-corrected R2 = 0.45). Importantly, the compact models had ∼5,000101
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times fewer parameters than our deep ensemble model (Fig. 1i, ‘ensemble’) and ∼500 times fewer parameters102

than the task-driven ResNet50 (Fig. 1i, ‘ResNet50’). Indeed, a compact model had few enough convolutional103

filters (Fig. 1i, inset) for all of them to be viewed in one diagram (Fig. 1j), similar to how the filter weights of LN104

models are inspected. This result indicates that the current task-driven DNN models used to predict V4 responses105

are substantially larger—by orders of magnitude—than needed. Moreover, our compact models are small enough106

(∼150 filters in total per model) for us to systematically interrogate their inner workings, which we pursue in later107

sections.108

Causally testing the compact models109

A natural first step in understanding the computations of the compact models is to identify their preferred stimuli110

[40, 43, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. For example, a retinal ON cell strongly prefers a white spot surrounded by111

black [9, 57], and a V1 neuron strongly prefers a sinusoidal grating with a specific orientation, phase, and spatial112

frequency [58]. To find the preferred stimuli of each compact model, we synthesized an image that maximized113

that model’s output using gradient techniques (see Methods). Examples of these maximizing synthesized images114

revealed edges, curves, dots, and textures (Fig. 2a), as expected from previous studies [20, 21, 59, 60, 56]. One115

concern about drawing conclusions from these preferred stimuli—which resemble but are not natural images—116

was that we had not tested whether they actually more strongly drive the responses of real V4 neurons relative117

to natural images. To address this concern, we designed a set of causal experiments to test whether the preferred118

stimuli of our compact models matched those of real V4 neurons. Each causal experiment followed the same119

procedure: We first trained compact models on previous recording sessions; we then probed each model for its120

preferred stimulus; finally, we presented these probed images in a future session along with randomly-chosen121

normal images for reference. In this way, we causally tested the predictions of the compact models outside the122

distribution of randomly-selected natural images.123

We first probed each compact model using “preferred stimuli” selected from our large image database (Fig. 2b,124

left panel). These maximizing natural images drove V4 responses ∼2.4 times larger than the average V4 response125

to randomly-chosen images (Fig. 2b, orange dots above black dots). Next, we probed the compact models by126

synthesizing images to maximize the response of a given model neuron (Fig. 2c, left panel). We found that the127

synthesized maximizing images elicited V4 responses ∼2.5 times larger than the average response to a randomly-128

chosen image (Fig. 2c, red dots above black dots). Interestingly, the maximizing natural images tended to drive129

V4 responses as strongly as the maximizing synthesized images, even though the latter were predicted by the130

compact models to elicit the largest responses (Ext. Data Fig. 4). This suggests that the compact models were131

overly confident in predicting images outside the distribution of natural images—which may be remedied by132

training on out-of-distribution images [61, 62]—and that one should not rule out searching over a large number of133

natural images (in this case, 500,000 images) when identifying a neuron’s preferred stimulus.134

We viewed the causal tests of maximizing natural and synthesized images as coarse tests: We strongly drove neu-135

rons with unnaturalistic images outside the range of their usual working regime. We wondered whether predictions136

of the compact models also held while not deviating far from the distribution of natural images. To this end, we137

slightly perturbed a natural image to yield large changes in the model’s output; in other words, we identified adver-138

sarial images of the compact models [63, 64]. To identify an adversarial image (Fig. 2d), we started with a base139

image and used a gradient method to either maximize (‘adversarial+’) or minimize (‘adversarial-’) the model’s140

output (similar to identifying the maximizing synthesized image). Once the adversarial image deviated too much141

from the base image (an average change of 0.04 in pixel intensity, where pixel intensity could range from 0 to 1),142

synthesis stopped. The resulting adversarial images were perceptually similar to the base image (Fig. 2e, left, ‘ad-143

versarial+’ and ‘adversarial-’ versus ‘base’) but yielded large response changes for an example V4 neuron (Fig. 2e,144

right), consistent with the compact model’s predictions. We found this to be a strong effect across V4 neurons145

(Fig. 2f). Thus, despite a practically infinite number of ways to slightly perturb an input image, the compact mod-146

els correctly predicted two perturbations (‘adversarial+’ and ‘adversarial-’) that strongly drove V4 responses in147

opposite ways. Taking the results of these causal tests together (we also performed more causal tests, see Ext. Data148

Fig. 4), we conclude that the compact models accurately capture the stimulus preferences of their V4 neurons,149

even for stimuli that lay well outside the distribution they were trained on.150
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Figure 2: Causally testing the predictions of compact models. a. Preferred synthetic stimuli of selected com-
pact models (one stimulus per model; see Ext. Data Fig. 3 for all compact models). Each image is optimized via
gradient ascent to maximize a model’s output response (see Methods). For illustrative purposes, preferred stimuli
were loosely placed by eye into categories (e.g., “edge-like” detectors, “curve-like” detectors, etc.). b. Causal test
in which we trained a compact model on previous recording sessions, probed the model to identify images from
a bank of 500,000 candidate images that maximize the model’s output (left), and then recorded V4 responses to
these maximizing normal images in future sessions (right). The maximizing normal images drove larger V4 re-
sponses (orange dots, normalized percent change computed as %∆r̄ = 100·(r̄(max)−r̄(normal))/r̄(normal): mean
%∆r̄± s.e.: 137.3%± 9.2%, where r̄ is the mean response over images) than responses to randomly-chosen normal
images (black dots). Each dot denotes the repeat-averaged response to one image. Each neuron index (x-axis)
refers to one of the 78 neurons recorded from two monkeys, ordered by average response to the normal images.
Insets show maximizing normal images for three example neurons. c. Causal test for maximizing synthesized
images of the compact models. Each synthesized image started as a white noise image and iteratively changed via
gradient ascent by propagating the gradient with respect to the model’s output back through the compact model
(example iterations shown in bottom left inset). In future recording sessions, the maximizing synthesized images
elicited larger V4 responses (red dots, %∆r̄ = 152.8%± 10.8%) than responses to randomly-chosen normal images
(black dots). Insets show the maximizing synthesized images for three example neurons (same as in b). d. Causal
test for adversarial images of the compact models. We define an adversarial image as a slight perturbation to some
base image that yields a large change in the model’s output. Adversarial images were synthesized via gradient
descent to minimize the model’s output (‘adversarial-’) or gradient ascent to maximize the model’s output (‘ad-
versarial+’). Synthesis stopped when differences in pixel intensities between the base image and the adversarial
image passed a threshold. e. Example adversarial+, base, and adversarial- images for an example compact model
(left). As predicted by the compact model, a corresponding real V4 neuron responded less to the adversarial- im-
ages (blue dots) and more to the adversarial+ images (red dots) compared to responses to the base images (black
dots). Each dot denotes the repeat-averaged response to one image; lines denote means, and asterisks denote
p < 0.05 (permutation test). f. In future recording sessions, adversarial+ images drove larger responses (red dots,
%∆r̄ = 83.6% ± 5.9%) and adversarial- images drove smaller responses (blue dots, %∆r̄ = −33.2% ± 2.5%)
compared to responses to base images (black dots). Dots denote means, and error bars denote 1 s.e.m. across 10 or
more base images per neuron.
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Compact models specialize via a consolidation step.151

Given the compact models’ high level of accuracy in predicting held-out V4 responses and preferred stimuli, we152

were motivated to investigate the inner workings of the compact models to gain more insight into the computations153

carried out by real V4 neurons. We started by comparing the number of filters for each layer, which could vary154

as determined by our pruning algorithm. One possibility was that the number of filters would gradually increase155

from the earliest layer to the deepest layer—similar to the architectures of the most successful task-driven DNNs156

[65, 66, 63]—as a higher dimensionality (i.e., more filters) tends to make representations more linearly-separable157

[29]. An additional possibility was that the number of filters may vary greatly between compact models (where158

each model corresponds to one neuron), reflecting the varying complexity of models needed to explain the het-159

erogeneity of stimulus preferences across different neurons (Fig. 2a). However, we found no evidence to support160

either scenario. Instead, we found that the early layers had large numbers of convolutional filters (Fig. 3a, layers161

1-3) while the later layers had substantially fewer filters (Fig. 3a, layers 4-5 and spatial readout). This trend could162

not be explained by our method of pruning (Ext. Data Fig. 2). Because this steep decrease in the number of filters163

between layers 3 and 4 indicates the model consolidates information across many filters into only a few, we refer164

to this step as the “consolidation step”. That this abrupt consolidation occurred at the same layer for almost all165

models suggests that the consolidation step is a hallmark of V4 processing.166

Why would such a consolidtion step be needed? We reasoned that the early layers may represent a basis set of fil-167

ters that provide a rich set of features useful for downstream neurons to specialize, much like how a bank of Gabor168

filters captures edge information useful for a variety of vision tasks [67, 68, 69, 70]. If true, we would expect to see169

that the filters and representations of the early layers are similar. We performed a coarse test of filter similarity by170

comparing the kernel weights of convolutional filters within the same layer across models and found that the filter171

patterns of early layers were more similar to one another than those of later layers (Fig. 3b). We then performed172

a more fine-grained test for similarity by comparing the internal representations of each layer between models.173

We chose the Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA) as our similarity metric, commonly used to compare the inner174

representations of two deep neural networks [71]. CKA similarity assesses to what extent two representations—in175

our case, the activity maps of 10,000 images from the same layer for two compact models—match in correlation176

between (rotated) linear dimensions and in eigenspectra (see Methods). We found that the representations of the177

early layers were substantially more similar than those of later layers (Fig. 3c). Indeed, the CKA similarity of178

outputs between any two models was low (Fig. 3c, ‘output’; the average signal correlation squared between mod-179

els was ρ2 = 0.11); when controlling for overlap in spatial receptive fields, the CKA similarity was even lower180

(Fig. 3c, layer ‘5’ vs. ‘output’). This suggests that each V4 neuron specializes in a unique way and explains the181

diversity in stimulus preferences.182

From these results arises the following picture: Each compact model reads from a shared basis set of filters ex-183

tracting low-level features and then specializes by heavily consolidating these features. Based on this picture,184

only a small number of filters (e.g., less than 100) in the early layers would be needed to explain the activity of185

all recorded V4 neurons. This is surprising, as presumably there are hundreds to thousands of V1 and V2 neurons186

with overlapping spatial receptive fields but different Gabor-like filter patterns [68, 72]. To test this, we built a187

“shared” compact model in which the filters of first 3 layers were shared to predict all of our held out V4 neurons188

(Fig. 3d, green) versus one compact model per neuron as before. We trained the model on the deep ensemble re-189

sponses via distillation (see Methods). We found that as few as 10 filters per shared layer (i.e., 30 filters total in190

layers 1-3) were needed to surpass the prediction performance of linearly mapping ResNet50 features (Fig. 3e,191

black line above the bottom dashed line). Prediction performance began to plateau at around 50 shared filters192

(Fig. 3e, black line); we further confirmed that the maximizing synthesized stimuli for 50 shared filters were sim-193

ilar to those for 100 or 200 shared filters (Fig. 3f). Fixing the weights of the shared convolutional filters to their194

initial random values (but allowing all other parameters, including mixing weights, to be trained, see Methods)195

yielded worse prediction performance than training these weights (Fig. 3e, line for ‘untrained shared filters’ below196

line for ‘trained shared filters’), ruling out the possiblity that any set of basis filters may achieve high prediction.197

We conclude that the diversity in stimulus preferences observed across V4 neurons occurs despite sharing a small198

number of filter types in the early stages. In other words, diverse specialization in V4 tuning can be achieved by199

reading out from a small bank of Gabor-like filters (e.g., small populations of V1 and V2 neurons)—each V4 neu-200

ron (or class of V4 neurons) does not need its own dedicated V1 and V2 neural circuit. The diverse specialization201
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step. a. Number of convolutional filters per layer as determined by our model compression framework; each layer
potentially has up to 100 filters. Each dot denotes one compact model; lines denote medians. Layers 1 and 2 have
the same number of convolutional filters as defined by the compact model’s architecture. Inset: diagram depicting
activity map shapes (p× p× k for p pixels and k filters) for each layer. b. Kernel similarity between kernel weights
of convolutional filters from the same layer across compact models. A kernel similarity close to 1 indicates that
any convolutional filter from a given layer will have a closely matching filter (i.e., matching in its kernel weight
pattern) from the same layer. For reference, we assessed the kernel similarity for filters whose weights are drawn
randomly from a standard normal distribution (gray). Because layer 1 weights were not smoothed during training
and the spatial readout filters were much larger (28× 28 pixels vs. 5× 5 pixels), it was not fair to compare the kernel
similarities of these layers to the other remaining layers (layers 2-4). Layers 2 and 3 had a significantly higher
mean kernel similarity than that of layers 4 and 5 (p < 0.002, permutation test). Dots denote mean, and error bars
denote 1 s.d. across 500 runs of sampling pairs of models (see Methods). c. Centered kernel alignment (CKA)
similarity between the activity of the same layer for two compact models. The activity is the output of each layer’s
filters for 10,000 normal images. A CKA similarity close to 1 indicates that the two layers have near identicial
representations up to a rotation. Layers 1 and 2 had significantly higher CKA similarity than that of layers 3 and
4 (p < 0.002, permutation test). The error bars denoting 1 s.e.m. are small due to the large number of pairs of
models (∼23,000 pairs). d. Diagram of a ‘shared’ compact model to predict all V4 neurons together. The model
constrains each V4 neuron to use the same shared filters in the first 3 layers (i.e., early layers), while the remaining
3 layers allow for consolidation and specialization (see Methods). It is unknown how many shared filters in the
early layers are needed to explain V4 responses. e. Prediction performance of V4 responses while varying the
number of shared filters in the early layers. For each number, a new compact model was trained via distillation by
using the responses of the ensemble model (‘trained shared filters’); pruning was not performed. Fixing the kernel
weights of the early layers to their initial random values (but allowing all other parameters in the early layers
to be trained) led to worse prediction performance (gray line below black line). For reference, we re-computed
performance for the ResNet50 features, the compact models, and the deep ensemble model (bottom, middle, and
top dashed lines, respectively). Dots denote means; error bars denote 1 s.e.m. f. Maximizing synthesized images
of the shared compact model with different numbers of shared filters (columns) as well as individual compact
models (rightmost column) for five example V4 neurons.
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of V4 neurons likely arises during the consolidation step, whose precise readouts vastly differ between V4 neurons.202

Thus, understanding the computations occuring in the consolidation step is key to understanding the response203

profile of a V4 neuron.204

The computations of a V4 dot detector205

To demonstrate that we can understand a V4 neuron’s computations by focusing on its consolidation step, we206

chose to investigate an exemplar compact model with a salient specialization: dot detection. This compact model’s207

preferred stimuli greatly emphasized dots (Fig. 4a). We further probed this model by presenting artifical dot stim-208

uli that varied in location, size, and number; the model was highly selective to 3-4 small dots to the right of the209

image (Fig. 4b and Ext. Data Fig. 5) and tended to be invariant to dot positions within its receptive field (Fig. 4a).210

This preference was not an artifact of the model: We verified the existence of real V4 neurons that resembled dot211

detectors via causal tests (Ext. Data Fig. 6). Although the presence of dot detectors in V4 is interesting in its own212

right (e.g., representing a bias in the visual system toward detecting facial features such as eyes or arrays of far-213

away objects such as a flock of geese [56]), we were more interested in the computations that occur between the214

retinal inputs and the responses of a V4 dot detector. Thus, we investigated the inner computations of our chosen215

compact model—which maps images to V4 responses—to understand how a neural circuit may implement a dot216

detector.217

One might expect that a dot detector employs filters that directly search for dots of various sizes. We would thus218

expect to find convolutional kernels with center-surround receptive fields, but this was not the case for our example219

dot detector (Ext. Data Fig. 5). Where, then, does dot size selectivity arise? To answer this, we devised a metric220

called the dot size invariance (DSI) index that measures the extent to which each filter contributes to dot size se-221

lectivity. A DSI close to 1 indicates that when a selected filter is ablated (i.e., its weights are set to 0), the compact222

model becomes invariant to dot size—in other words, the intact filter strongly contributes to dot size selectivity223

(Fig. 4c, ‘filter L4F1 ablated’). On the other hand, a DSI close to 0 indicates that after ablating a selected filter,224

the model remains selective for dot size with little change to its output (Fig. 4c, ‘filter L3F1 ablated’). We found225

that almost all filters in the early layers weakly contributed to dot size selectivity (Fig. 4d, layers 1-3, DSIs < 0.5).226

Interestingly, a filter in layer 4 strongly contributed to dot selectivity (Fig. 4d, ‘L4F1’, DSI ≈ 1), even though no227

single layer 3 filter was a strong contributor to dot selectivity (Fig. 4d, layer 3, low DSI values). This suggests that228

dot detection emerges after the consolidation step by integrating information from multiple layer 3 filters.229

To isolate which layer 3 filters most contributed to dot size selectivity, we performed a cumulative ablation proce-230

dure in which we chose one of the remaining filters that, once ablated, led to the smallest increase in DSI (i.e., the231

filter that contributed least to dot size selectivity). This chosen filter stayed ablated for the rest of the procedure,232

and in a greedy manner we proceeded to choose the next filter to ablate from the remaining unablated filters. We233

found that ablating as many as 40 filters together out of the possible 54 filters in layer 3 still retained a low DSI234

(Fig. 4e, bottom left inset); only a group of ∼10 filters contributed to dot selectivity (Fig. 4e, rightmost dots). We235

note that the weak contributing filters (Fig. 4e, leftmost dots) likely serve other computational purposes, such as fil-236

tering background textures, inhibiting visual features other than dots, or contributing to selectivity of other features237

such as the number of dots (Ext. Data Fig. 5).238

We further investigated the 6 most salient of the contributing filters in layer 3 (Fig. 4e, rightmost dots) by observ-239

ing how these filters responded to dot images. For an input image of a small dot, 4 of these filters received input240

activity that tiled the four corner curves of the dot (Fig. 4f, ‘layer 3 input’ column, top 4 filters); their excitatory241

kernel weights led to output activity with large positive values (Fig. 4f, ‘layer 3 conv. output’ column, top 4 filters).242

The remaining 2 filters were inhibitory for large, oriented edges in their input (Fig. 4f, ‘layer 3 filters’ column,243

bottom 2 filters). In this case, the small dot did not have large edges, and the output activity of these 2 inhibitory244

filters was small but negative (Fig. 4f, ‘layer 3 conv. output’ column, bottom 2 filters). The output activity for all245

filters was then elementwise summed and passed through a ReLU activation function. The strong overlap in pos-246

itive activity across the top 4 filters and the weak inhibition by the bottom 2 filters yielded large positive activity247

(Fig. 4f, ‘layer 4 output’) which, after summing across spatial locations, led to the result of a dot being detected.248

For an input image of a large dot, the story changed. Although the top 4 filters still responded to the four corner249

curves of the dot, their output activity no longer spatially overlapped (Fig. 4g, top 4 rows), leading to weak ex-250
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Figure 4: Uncovering the internal computations of a dot-detecting compact model. a. Preferred stimuli (max-
imizing normal and synthesized images) for a compact model chosen for its resemblance to a dot detector. These
preferred stimuli drove large model responses well beyond the response range for normal images. b. For the cho-
sen compact model in a, model responses to artificial dot stimuli in which we varied the size of a dot centered in
the preferred location of the model. The compact model was also selective to dot location and dot number (Ext.
Data Fig. 5). c. Responses from the model for either no ablation (black lines) or ablated filters (color lines) to ar-
tificial stimuli varying in dot size. An ablated filter (‘L4F1’ stands for Layer 4, Filter 1) has its kernel weights set
to 0. We measured each filter’s dot size invariance (DSI) as the extent to which responses change due to ablation
(i.e., the change between black and color lines, see Methods). A DSI = 1 indicates that, after filter ablation, the
model is invariant to dot size (top panel, blue line is flat)—in other words, that filter is necessary for the model’s
dot selectivity. d. Dot size invariance for each individual convolutional filter in the chosen compact model. Color
dots correspond to example filters in c. e. Cumulatively ablating filters in layer 3 to identify the subset of filters
that strongly contribute to dot selectivity. To do this, we keep ablating filters until DSI = 1 (i.e., until we observe
a substantial change in the model’s responses). For each iteration, we choose a filter from the remaining filters
that, once ablated, increases DSI the least. Little to no increase in DSI indicates that the ablated filter weakly
contributes to dot selectivity (leftmost dots); a large increase indicates a strong contribution to dot selectivity (right-
most dots). f. Investigating the layer 3 filters that strongly contribute to dot selectivity (i.e., 6 of the 12 rightmost
dots in e). We pass as input an image with a small dot at the compact model’s preferred location (‘small dot’). The
input activity map for each layer 3 filter (‘layer 3 input’) represents the processed image after the first two layers;
each activity map is then convolved by its corresponding layer 3 filter (‘layer 3 filters’) to produce the convolved
output (‘layer 3 conv. output’). This convolved activity is then summed element-wise across filters, passed through
a ReLU, and then convolved again by a layer 4 filter to produce the processed output activity (‘layer 4 output’).
In this case of a small dot, the output activity is large (dark red), indicating the presence of a dot (‘dot detected’).
For clarity, the activity maps were cropped around the dot’s location; activity outside this cropped region was a
constant value. g. Analyzing the same filters as in f except for an input image with a large dot (‘large dot’). In this
case, the output activity (‘layer 4 output’) is small (light red), indicating that no dot is present (‘no dot detected’).
h. Illustrative diagram describing the computations in the dot detector compact model. The 4 excitatory filters
(pink) detect the 4 corner edges of the dot while the 2 inhibitory neurons (green) detect large edges. For a tiny dot
(‘tiny’), the excitatory activity is weak, leading to a weak response. For a small dot (‘small’), the strong excitatory
activity overlaps when summed (producing an even larger response) while inhibition is weak, leading to an overall
large response. For a large dot (‘large’), the excitatory activity is strong but does not overlap; in addition, inhibi-
tion is strong. This leads to an overall weak response.
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citation. In addition, because the large dot contains large, prominent edges, the bottom 2 filters provided strong251

inhibition (Fig. 4g, bottom 2 rows), cancelling some of the excitation from the 4 excitatory filters. The end result252

was a small level of output activity (compare ‘layer 4 output’ in Fig. 4f and g), leading to the result of no dot be-253

ing detected. We condensed these results into a diagram of how this compact model operates as a dot detector254

(Fig. 4h); the important computations occurred in layer 3, consistent with our hypothesis that a V4 neuron special-255

izes via its consolidation step. Although here we focused on the model’s selectivity to dot size, the model also has256

a preference for multiple dots (Fig. 4a, right panel). This preference largely stems from the spatial structure of the257

layer 4 filter’s kernel weights (Fig. 4g, ‘layer 4 filter’), which has sparse, large magnitude weights along its perime-258

ter to promote distance between dots (see Ext. Data Fig. 5 for a thorough analysis on dot number selectivity).259

Discussion260

To understand the responses of visual cortical neurons, we seek computational models that are both highly pre-261

dictive and explainable. To this end, we built a data-driven deep ensemble model, trained on V4 responses to tens262

of thousands of images, that improved prediction by 50% over current state-of-the-art task-driven DNN models.263

We then compressed this large DNN model to obtain compact models that are ∼500 times smaller than leading264

task-driven DNN models, yet predict V4 responses as well as our highly-predictive data-driven DNN model. The265

small size of each compact model (∼150 convolutional filters in total) allowed us to systematically interrogate266

the model’s inner workings. Analyzing these compact models revealed that, consistent with previous studies267

[28, 40, 56, 73, 74, 75], V4 neurons form a diverse set of highly-specialized feature detectors, which are seem-268

ingly needed to form a rich basis for goal-oriented object recognition [27, 29, 31, 32, 33]. We found that such269

diverse specialization likely arises by reading out from a surprisingly small number of early filters resembling270

Gabor-like V1 neurons [67, 68] and texture-preferring V2 neurons [76, 77]; dedicated, separate circuits in early271

visual processing are not needed for seemingly disparate types of V4 feature detectors (e.g., edge, curve, texture,272

and dot detectors). A key prediction from our results is that to achieve their specializations, V4 neurons form273

precise synaptic connections in order to properly balance the relevant input features (e.g., reading out from ex-274

citatory corner-detectors and inhibitory large edge detectors to form a dot detector); in addition, the same V1 or275

V2 neuron likely synaptically projects (directly or indirectly) to multiple V4 neurons to be “re-used” for differ-276

ent specializations. These predictions can be tested with anatomical tracing [78, 79, 80] and circuit perturbation277

[81, 82, 83] experiments. We only considered simple convolutional layers in our compact models, but our model278

compression framework is general: Adding more biologically-plausible mechanisms, such as surround suppression279

[22, 23], divisive normalization [25, 84], and recurrence [85], is straightforward (i.e., estimating their parameters280

is tractable because of the near infinite training data via distillation training) and may lead to even smaller models.281

Our work focuses on one aspect of vision—the encoding of visual features; an exciting future direction is to com-282

bine encoding models with models of trial-to-trial variability [86, 87, 88, 89, 90], adaptation [91], spatial attention283

[92, 93, 94, 95], arousal [96, 97], visual crowding [98, 99], saccade planning [100, 101, 102], perceptual learning284

[103], among other functions of V4 [27]. Overall, our compact models demonstrate that the task-driven computa-285

tional models of the visual cortex are needlessly large. We provide a path forward to obtain highly-predictive and286

explainable models that will help guide new experiments to record, perturb, and anatomically trace visual cortical287

neurons, uncovering the underlying computations of higher-order visual cortical neurons.288
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Methods306

Experimental animals307

Three adult male animals (Macaca mulatta) WE, PE, and RA were used for this study. Experimental procedures308

were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Carnegie Mellon University and were309

performed in accordance with the United States National Research Council’s Guide for the Care and Use of Labo-310

ratory Animals.311

Neurophysiological experiments312

Electrophysiology313

We recorded extracellular activity from populations of V4 neurons in three awake, head-fixed monkeys; details314

about surgical procedures and electrophysioligcal recordings have been reported in a previous study that shared315

two monkeys [104]. Briefly, animals were surgically implanted with a titanium headpost to allow for head fixation316

during experiments. We chronically implanted a 96-electrode array (Blackrock Microsystems; 1 mm in electrode317

length, 400 µm spacing in a 10× 10 grid) in the left hemisphere V4 of each animal. V4 arrays were implanted on318

the prelunate gyrus medial to the inferior occipital sulcus. Electrodes of 1 mm in length would likely reach layers319

4 and 5 of V4, where the cortical thickness is close to 2 mm; the precise layer of our recordings was not verified320

because it would have required sacrificing the animals for histology.321

Processing of V4 responses322

To process the recorded spike signals, we used an automated deep learning pipeline [105] built with custom MAT-323

LAB software. This pipeline separate spike waveforms from noise on each channel. We disregarded units with324
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firing rates less than 1 spike/sec. For each unit, we computed an unbiased estimator of the signal-to-noise ratio325

(SNR) across images and repeats [106]; we disregarded units with the recommended SNR less than 0.15. Our data326

likely consisted of both single and multi-units; we refer to each unit as a “neuron” for simplicity. Although a sub-327

set of neurons were likely the same across sessions for the same implanted array, similar to previous studies [40],328

we observed that after spike processing the number of neurons differed across sessions. This was expected due to329

a number of reasons, including slight shifts in the position of the array (e.g., when the animal moved around in its330

home cage) or a build up of glial tissue over time around the implanted electrodes. To retain the largest number of331

neurons possible, we made the assumption in our modeling framework that each session had a new set of neurons332

(Ext. Data Fig. 1). The number of neurons across recording sessions and animals ranged from 21 to 89 neurons333

with a median of 58 neurons; exact numbers are in Extended Data Table 1. Similar to previous studies [12, 40], we334

took spike counts in 100 ms time bins starting 50 ms after stimulus onset to account for synaptic delays to V4.335

Active fixation task336

To record responses to a large number of images, we trained each animal to perform a simple active fixation task.337

Each trial began with the presentation of a central blue fixation dot. The animal held an initial fixation for 150 ms.338

Following this, a sequence of 6 or 8 images (depending on the animal) was presented while the animal maintained339

fixation; images overlapped with the receptive fields of the V4 neurons. The side length of each square image340

was 11.2°, 10.6°, and 8.0° for monkeys WE, PE, and RA. The images were positioned to be 12.7°/5.0°, 4.4°/6.2°,341

and 3.8°/3.8° below/to the right of central fixation dot for monkeys WE, PE, and RA. Each image was displayed342

for 100 ms with a 100 ms gray screen between images. Following this image sequence, the central fixation dot343

vanished and a target dot appeared ∼10° from the location of central fixation. To receive a liquid reward (i.e.,344

a ‘correct’ trial), the animal had to make a saccade to the target. Breaking fixation or failing to make a saccade345

to the target dot resulted in no reward and a 1 s time out before the next trial began. The gaze of the animal was346

tracked using an infrared eye tracking system (EyeLink 1000; SR Research, Ottawa, Ontario) and monitored347

online by experimental control software to ensure fixation and to report the animal’s choice target. The display was348

a gamma-corrected flat-screen cathode ray tube monitor positioned 57 cm from the animal’s eyes with a resolution349

of 1024× 768 pixels, refreshed at a frame rate of 100 Hz. The background of the display was 50% luminance (gray).350

All animals performed the task well with many thousands of flashed images in each session.351

Before each session, the set of images to show were chosen either randomly from a large data set, in a closed-loop352

manner, or by synthesizing images via the model (see ‘Visual stimuli’ section). The total number of unique images353

per session, ranging from 400 to 3,000 images and typically ∼2,000 images, was chosen to ensure enough repeats354

per image. All images were shown once in randomized order; for subsequent repeats, we showed the sequence355

of all images again but with a different randomized order. Each session lasted for multiple hours and ended when356

the animal showed signs of satiation. The number of repeats per image for each session ranged from 2 to 24 re-357

peats; exact values are listed in Extended Data Table 1. To increase the number of repeats, we included any repeat358

for which the animal remained fixating on the central dot while the image was displayed; this included trials in359

which the animal may have broken fixation early, ending the trial and receiving no reward (i.e., an error trial). We360

discarded responses to images with only one repeat. The total number of sessions was 50 (7, 29, 14 sessions for361

monkeys WE, PE, RA). Of these sessions, 44 sessions were used to train our deep ensemble model; 1 session of362

entirely normal images was used to validate any model hyperparameters; 4 sessions of entirely normal images363

were used to test model predictions (1 session for monkey WE, 1 session for monkey RA, and 2 sessions for mon-364

key PE recorded 4 months apart); and 1 session of images from a previous study [40] was used for comparison365

(Ext. Data Fig. 2). Images were unique across the validation and test sessions, and no model had access to any of366

these images during training (i.e., held out images).367

Visual stimuli368

Our experiments involved many different types of images. These types included normal images, images chosen by369

active learning, gaudy images, probe images used for causal testing, synthesized images (generated with DNNs),370

and artificial images (e.g., sinusoidal gratings, dot images, etc.). All images were 112× 112 pixels with RGB color371

channels (i.e., the images were not restricted to grayscale). The types of images (and number of each type) shown372
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for each session can be found in Extended Data Table 1—the total number of images per image type varied. We373

briefly describe each type of image here; examples of images are shown in Extended Data Fig 7.374

1. Normal images: We define normal images as those coming from our dataset of 12 million “natural” colorful375

images subsampled from the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million Dataset (YFCC100M) [107],376

which contains ∼100 million images uploaded by users to Flickr between 2004 and 2014. Images are un-377

labeled (i.e., no content information) and need not contain an object. After sampling an RGB image from378

YFCC100M, we first randomly cropped the image to have an equal number of row and column pixels and379

then downsized the image to 112 × 112 pixels. We chose YFCC100M primarily to ensure that our images380

used for training and testing were different from those in ImageNet [108], as the task-driven DNNs that we381

chose for features (e.g., ResNet50) were trained on ImageNet images.382

2. Images chosen adaptively by active learning: In some of the sessions, a portion of the images were chosen383

adaptively via a closed-loop method called active learning (also known as optimal experimental design)384

[43, 44, 45, 42, 54, 109]. To choose these images, we trained our deep ensemble model (see below) on all385

past recording sessions. Then, for each of 500,000 candidate images randomly chosen from our image386

data set, we computed the disagreement across ensemble members as the variance of predicted responses,387

averaged over neurons from the last recording session. We chose the images with the largest ensemble388

disagreement to show in the next session.389

3. Gaudy images: In our previous work, we identified a class of images that were adept at efficiently training390

DNN models of visual cortex, even better (in simulations) than images chosen with active learning [45]. We391

called these images “gaudy” images for their high-contrast edges and over-the-top colors. To generate a392

gaudy image, we first randomly chose an image from our image data set. Then, for each pixel intensity, if393

that pixel intensity was greater than the average intensity across pixels for the same RGB channel, we set its394

value to 255; else 0. Thus, each pixel was one of 23 different colors (black, white, red, green, blue, etc.).395

4. Probe images used for causal testing: To test our compact model predictions, we probed each compact396

model in three different ways to identify its preferred stimuli. First, we identified the image from 500,000 can-397

didate normal images in our image data set that maximized the output of the compact model (Fig. 2b).398

Second, we synthesized the image via gradient methods that maximized the output of the compact model399

(Fig. 2c; see ‘Maximizing synthesized images’ section). Third, we synthesized adversarial images that either400

maximized or minimized the output response of the compact model (Fig. 2d-f; see ‘Causal tests’ section).401

5. Maximizing normal and synthesized images of deep ensemble model: We identified maximizing normal402

images and maximizing synthesized images for the deep ensemble model in the same way we identified the403

probe images for the compact models.404

6. Artificial images: In a small number of sessions, we presented artificial stimuli. For one session, we pre-405

sented static sinusoidal gratings varying in orientation (from 0° to 162°, 14 equally-spaced orientations in406

total) and spatial frequency (from 1/50 pixels/° to 1/2 pixels/°, 14 equally-spaced frequencies in total). In407

another session, we presented “dot” images which varied in dot location, dot size, and number of dots (Ext.408

Data Fig. 6).409

Predicting V4 responses410

Given a set of model features taken either from a task-driven DNN or our deep ensemble model (described in later
sections), we estimated the extent to which the features predicted V4 responses via a linear mapping. We follow
recent work that uses a factorized linear mapping [40, 110], taking advantage of spatial and filter information.
Specifically, consider the output features (or activity maps) of a convolutional layer for one image as a tensor X of
shape p× p×K for p pixels and K convolutional filters. Fitting the weights of a linear regression to one V4 neuron
would result in weight tensor W of shape p× p×K. With a factorized linear mapping, we first spatially readout
each activity map with the same spatial filter (Wspatial with shape p× p) and then linearly combine these readouts
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across filters (Wmixing with shape K × 1) via the following equation:

ŷ =
∑
k

Wmixing[k]
∑
i,j

Wspatial[i, j]X[i, j, k]

This factorized linear mapping reduces the number of weights to p × p +K; in other words, Wspatial and Wmixing411

together form a low-rank approximation of W , the weight tensor from standard linear regression. We regularized412

the weights of the factorized linear mapping with an L2 penalty; the hyperparameter α factor was fit with the413

validation session. We confirmed that our fitting procedure of the factorized linear mapping reproduces previously-414

reported prediction performance on a publicly-released data set of V4 responses [40] (see Ext. Data Fig 2).415

We held out 4 recording sessions for which we presented ∼1,000 colorful, natural images per session (images416

were unique across sessions) with ∼10 repeats per image (see Ext. Data Table 1). For each session, we used 4-417

fold cross-validation; we trained the factorized linear mapping on 3/4 of the heldout image-response pairs and418

computed the predicted responses for the remaining 1/4 images. We then collected the predicted responses for all419

cross-validation folds as one vector r̂ ∈ RM for all M images of the session.420

To assess prediction performance, standard practice is to account for repeat-to-repeat variability by normalizing421

the explained variance between the model and repeat-averaged responses R2
model vs. data by the explained variance422

between two sets of repeat-averaged responses where repeats are split into two groups R2
split1 vs. split2 [12, 30]. The423

R2
split1 vs. split2 can be thought of as a noise ceiling for the largest possible value of R2

model vs. data. Recent work has424

shown that this estimation procedure is biased, leading to overly-optimistic estimates, and proposes an unbiased,425

noise-corrected R2
unbiased [106], which we use in this work (see Ext. Data Fig. 2 for comparisons). For a neuron’s426

repeat-averaged response ri and the model’s predicted response r̂i to the ith image, the R2
unbiased is computed as427

follows:428

zi = ri −
1

M

M∑
j=1

rj , ẑi = r̂i −
1

M

M∑
j=1

r̂j

noise-corrected R2
unbiased =

(
M∑
i=1

ẑi · zi)2 − σ2/K ·
M∑
i=1

ẑ2i

M∑
i=1

ẑ2i ·
M∑
i=1

z2i − σ2/K · (M − 1) ·
M∑
i=1

ẑ2i

where M is the number of images and K is the number of repeats per image. The left terms in both the numerator429

and denominator are the same as found in computing standard R2, and the right terms in both the numerator and430

denominator subtract off the bias caused by repeat-to-repeat variability σ2. Because different images may have a431

different number of repeats (depending on how many trials were completed by the animal), we took the unbiased432

estimate of σ2 for each image and averaged across images: σ̂2 = 1
M

M∑
i=1

1
Ki−1

Ki∑
j=1

(rij − ri)
2, where Ki is the433

number of repeats for the ith image and rij is the response for the ith image and jth repeat. In addition, we set K434

to the average number of repeats across images.435

We computed R2
unbiased between the predicted responses r̂ and recorded responses r across all images in the session436

(i.e., we did not compute R2
unbiased per fold and average across folds), as we found this better avoided the effects437

of outliers with small numbers of images (< 500 test images per fold). When directly compared, we found that438

estimates for the previously-used R2
split1 vs. split2 were on average ∼0.15 larger than estimates for R2

unbiased (Ext.439

Data Fig. 2), suggesting that current models in the field are not as predictive as once thought. We call R2
unbiased as440

noise-corrected R2 in the rest of the paper.441

Task-driven DNN models442

We predicted held out V4 responses with task-driven DNN models (Fig. 1b, trained to perform object recognition443

on ImageNet [108]), as previous studies have found the internal layers of these task-drive DNNs to be predictive444
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of V4 responses [1, 40]. We chose all DNNs readily available to download in Keras [111]; each DNN differed in445

architecture, optimization, and classification performance on ImageNet. To identify the layer used to predict V4446

responses for each DNN, we computed the cross-validated noise-corrected R2 between each layer’s activity and447

V4 responses from the validation session using ridge regression and chose the layer—typically one of the middle448

layers, consistent with previous studies [12, 30]—with the largest R2 (see ‘Predicting V4 responses’ section). The449

DNNs and identified layers (using the names as defined in Keras) were as follows: VGG19, block4_pool [112];450

InceptionV3, mixed4 [113]; InceptionResNetV2, mixed_6a [114]; DenseNet169, pool3_pool [115]; ResNet50,451

activation_33 [66]; MobileNet, conv_pw_9_relu [116]; NASNetMobile, activation_104 [117]; NASNet-452

Large, activation_128 [117]; Xception, add_7 [118]. Input images were resized and processed according to each453

DNN’s data processing procedure. We found the average prediction performance of noise-corrected R2 ≈ 0.4454

(Fig. 1b and Ext. Data Fig. 2) comparable to that reported in previous studies [12, 38, 30]. An untrained task-455

driven model (ResNet50 with randomly-initialized weights) had a much worse noise-corrected R2 = 0.13, sug-456

gesting that training on a relevant task (in this case, object recognition) is needed for good prediction of higher-457

order visual cortical neurons.458

Deep ensemble model459

Our deep ensemble model (Fig. 1a) relied on transfer learning and ensemble learning. To compute the predicted460

response for an image, the image was first processed and passed through ResNet50 until layer activation_33461

which outputs a 14× 14× 1, 024 tensor of activity maps (each with shape 14× 14) for 1, 024 channels. This feature462

tensor was passed as input into an ensemble of small DNNs; each ensemble DNN received the same feature tensor463

as input. Each ensemble DNN outputs a vector of predicted responses for n neurons; these vectors were averaged464

across the ensemble to get the final predicted response vector.465

Architecture of ensemble DNN.466

We briefly describe the architecture of the ensemble DNN; Extended Data Figure 1 contains a detailed diagram.467

The input is a 14 × 14 × 1, 024 feature tensor from a middle layer of ResNet50. The ensemble DNN’s first layer468

reduces the number of input channels from 1,024 to 512 by taking linear combinations of the input channels (i.e.,469

a kernel shape of 1 × 1); this is followed by batchnorm [119] and ReLU activation operations. The second layer470

is a separable 2-d convolution [116] of 512 filters with kernel shape 3× 3 and a stride of 2. The output of layer 2471

is a 7 × 7 × 512 tensor. Layers 3 through 6 have the same following skip connections, inspired by ResNet [66].472

This comprises 1) a separable 2-d convolution (256 filters with kernel shape 3 × 3) followed by batchnorm and473

ReLUs, 2) a separable 2-d convolution (256 filters with kernel shape 3× 3) followed by batchnorm and ReLUs, and474

3) a convolutional layer to expand the dimensionality (512 filters with kernel shape 1× 1). The output, a tensor of475

shape 7× 7× 512, is added to the layer’s input (i.e., a skip connection) and is used as input to the next layer. The476

final output embedding (i.e., the output of layer 6) is a tensor with shape 7 × 7 × 512. This embedding is passed477

through a factorized linear mapping (with a mixing stage and a spatial pool stage, see ‘Predicting V4 responses’)478

to get predicted V4 responses. We chose this architecture and hyperparameters after a large architecture search479

(e.g., Fig. 1)̧, validating with one held out validation recording session (different from the 4 recording sessions480

used for testing performance).481

Training.482

We trained the deep ensemble model on 45 recording sessions. Each recording session had its own factorized483

linear mappings trained independently from any other session; all other model weights were shared across sessions484

(see Ext. Data Fig. 1). Responses for each V4 neuron were repeat-averaged and then z-scored to balance gradients485

when predicting multiple V4 neurons. We optimized the model using SGD with learning rate η = 20, momentum486

ν = 0.7, learning rate decay δ = 0.85 and a batch size of 64; optimizing with Adam [120] did not perform well487

when training across sessions. We took the model across training epochs with the best prediction performance488

evaluated on a validation recording session (i.e., early stopping).489
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Boosts in performance versus task-driven models.490

Our deep ensemble model was highly predictive of V4 responses to held out images with a median noise-corrected491

R2 = 0.60 (median R2 = 0.55, 0.63, 0.63, 0.58 for the 4 held out recording sessions from monkeys WE, PE, PE,492

and RA, respectively). We performed 4 analyses to assess which design decisions in our modeling framework led493

to such a large increase in prediction performance (Fig. 1c-f). For the first analysis, we asked whether allowing494

for nonlinearities between ResNet50 features and V4 responses led to better prediction. We trained a purely linear495

mapping that comprised the ensemble model’s first 2 layers with no ReLUs (Fig. 1c, ‘linear’), as well as ensemble496

models with different numbers of skip connection layers (Fig. 1c, ‘num. ReLU layers’). We chose 4 skip connec-497

tion layers for our final model. For the second analysis, we varied the number of training sessions k by randomly498

choosing a subset of k sessions out of the 45 sessions used for training (Fig. 1d). For the third analysis, we var-499

ied the number of ensemble DNNs by training a model with 40 ensemble DNNs and taking subsets of ensemble500

DNNs; for each subset, we recomputed prediction performance (Fig. 1e). We chose 25 ensemble DNNs for our501

final model to ensure good prediction and estimation of ensemble disagreement (used for active learning). For502

the fourth analysis, we assessed to what extent training the ensemble model on images chosen by active learning503

in closed-loop experiments and gaudy images (see ‘Visual stimuli’ section) better predicted V4 responses than504

training on randomly-chosen normal images (Fig. 1f). We only considered training sessions in which both types505

of images were shown (30 sessions total). We equalized the number of images for both types by random sam-506

pling and re-trained the deep ensemble model on each type separately (using a learning rate η = 1.5 to account507

for the smaller amount of training data). We varied the number of training sessions by taking random subsets of508

sessions, training a new ensemble model for each subset. Importantly, we tested prediction performance on the509

same 4 held out sessions as for the other analyses; these sessions only had responses to randomly-chosen normal510

images. In other words, training on active learning/gaudy images while testing on normal images represents an511

out-of-distribution prediction problem; only if these active learning/gaudy images better emphasize important512

features of normal images would training on them achieve better prediction performance than that of training on513

randomly-chosen normal images [45].514

Identifying compact models515

Ideally, we would start with a compact DNN model and directly fit its weights to the real data. However, when the516

amount of training data is limited (as in our case), this often leads to overfitting—indeed, training a small DNN517

led to poor performance (noise-corrected R2 = 0.11). A large DNN model, trained on the same data, overcomes518

this overfitting by having access to many subnetworks or “lottery tickets” [34]. Via pruning techniques [36, 46, 47,519

48, 49], one can identify a small subnetwork (or winning ticket) that retains the same prediction performance as520

the large model. Motivated by this approach, we decided to take our highly-predictive deep ensemble model and521

find a compact model with as few parameters as possible yet the same prediction performance as that of the deep522

ensemble model.523

To identify a compact model (one for each heldout V4 neuron), we first obtained the predicted responses from the524

deep ensemble model to 12 million images from our image data set. For each heldout V4 neuron, we trained a525

factorized linear mapping (see ‘Predicting V4 responses’ section) from the deep ensemble model’s output embed-526

dings to V4 responses using half of the image-response pairs for that neuron’s session—the other half was held527

out to measure prediction performance (noise-corrected R2s in Fig. 1h). We then performed two model compres-528

sion techniques used in deep learning: knowledge distillation and pruning. Knowledge distillation trains a single529

DNN to predict the averaged output of an ensemble of DNNs [35]; the single DNN overcomes overfitting because530

unlike the relatively small number of image-V4 response pairs (∼2,000 per session), we train the distilled DNN531

on ensemble responses to 12 million images. Pruning takes a trained DNN and ablates unnecessary weights (i.e.,532

set their values to 0) [36, 46, 47, 48, 49]; DNNs with up to 90% of their weights pruned have been found to be as533

predictive as the original unpruned DNN [34]. We employed both of these techniques to identify compact models.534

We first performed distillation on our ensemble model. We initialized a ‘distilled’ DNN model with the following535

architecture. The (re-centered) input RGB image has shape 112 × 112 × 3. The first layer is 2-d convolutional536

comprising 100 filters with kernel size 5× 5 followed by batchnorm and ReLUs. Layers 2-5 are each 2-d separable537

convolutions comprising 100 filters with kernel size 5× 5 followed by batchnorm and ReLUs; layers 2 and 3 take a538
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stride of 2. The final dense ‘spatial readout layer’ linearly maps the output activity of layer 5 (of shape 28×28×100)539

to the scalar V4 response. We chose all layers to have 100 filters after a hyperparameter sweep. We trained the540

distilled model on one pass of 12 million image-response pairs, where responses were the predicted responses541

from our ensemble model, using Adam [120] to minimize the mean squared error with learning rate η = 10−4. For542

every 500,000 training images, we smoothed the kernel weights of layers 2-5 and the spatial readout layer with a543

gaussian filter (σ = 0.5 pixels) for better interpretability of the kernel weights.544

The distilled models were substantially smaller than our deep ensemble model (600 filters versus ∼150,000). How-545

ever, we wondered whether different V4 neurons could be explained by compact models with different numbers546

of filters. For example, an edge-detecting V4 neuron may need fewer filters than a curve-detecting V4 neuron. To547

test this, we developed a channel-wise pruning technique that ablated entire filters (as ablating individual weights548

could possibly lead to many filters with sparse weights, making the non-smooth kernel weights difficult to inter-549

pret). We developed and performed the following pruning technique, inspired by hard filter pruning from previous550

studies [48, 49]. We first pass 5,000 randomly-chosen normal images as input and collect the output activity for551

each convolutional layer and the spatial readout layer. Then, for each layer, we order the filters based on the vari-552

ance of each filter’s activity summed over spatial locations. We then identify the largest subset of lowest-variance553

filters that, once ablated, still explains at least 90% of the variance of the original output activity for that layer. In554

other words, we remove filters with either weak activity or whose activity is unlikely to reach downstream layers.555

We perform this procedure first for the spatial readout layer (i.e., the deepest layer), followed by the preceding556

layer until layer 1 is reached; reversing this layer order (i.e., pruning early to late layers) leads to pruned models557

with ∼100 extra filters (Ext. Data Fig. 2). We then re-train this pruned network in the same way as the distilled558

network. We call the re-trained pruned network a ‘compact’ model, one for each held out V4 neuron (219 in total).559

We note that the number of convolutional filters in layers 1 and 2 must be equal by definition as consequence of560

having a convolutional layer followed by a separable convolutional layer (Fig. 3a and Ext. Data Fig. 1).561

Maximizing synthesized images562

To identify the visual features that a compact model prefers, one approach is to search for the image that maxi-563

mizes the output response of the model. A simple search involves computing the model’s output response for a564

large pool of candidate images and then choosing the image that evokes the largest output [50]. However, because565

the pool of candidate images is finite, not all possible images are considered. A more expressive search is to syn-566

thesize the maximizing image via gradient ascent [40, 51]. This takes advantage of the fact that the mapping of the567

compact model is entirely differentiable. The search begins with a white noise image where each pixel intensity’s568

value is drawn from a Gaussian with mean 128 and standard deviation 50 (clipped between 0 and 255). This initial569

image is passed through the model to compute its output. We then take the gradient of the output with respect to570

the input image and pass this gradient back through the network (i.e., backpropagation), updating the image with571

the gradient ascent rule: xnext = xcurrent + η∇f(x) for image x, gradient of model output ∇f(x), and step size η572

(in our analyses, η = 10). We perform this for 1,000 steps or until the maximized output did not change. Because573

moving along the gradient direction may lead to a synthesized image far outside the natural image manifold, we574

smooth the gradient at each step (Gaussian filter with σ = 1) and smooth the image (Gaussian filter with σ = 1)575

every 50 epochs, similar to previous approaches [40, 51].576

Causal testing of the compact models577

We made the following three predictions of our compact models that we causally tested in follow-up experiments.578

We ran these experiments in two monkeys (PE and RA). We trained the deep ensemble model on any previously-579

recorded sessions from any animal. We then identified a compact model for each V4 neuron on a heldout session580

in which only normal images were shown, following the same process as described in “Identifying compact mod-581

els”. We obtained three different predictions from the compact models. First, we identified the top maximizing582

normal image from 500,000 normal images for each compact model (Fig. 2b; 1 image for monkey PE and 10 im-583

ages for monkey RA per compact model). Second, we identified the top maximizing synthesized image following584

the same process as outlined in “Maximizing synthesized images” (Fig. 2c; 1 image for monkey PE and 10 images585

for monkey RA per compact model; each image began with a different white noise image). Third, we identified ad-586
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versarial images [63] for each compact model (Fig. 2d and f; 12 images for monkey PE and 10 images for monkey587

RA per compact model). We computed the adversarial images that either maximized the model’s output response588

(via gradient ascent) or minimized the model’s output response (via gradient descent). For each adversarial image,589

we continued the optimization procedure until either 50 gradient updates were completed or the average intensity590

difference (absolute valued) between pixels of the initial image and the synthesized adversarial image passed a591

threshold pixel intensity of 10 (i.e., an average change of 0.04 for normalized pixel intensities that range from 0592

to 1). We set the intensity threshold higher than intensity differences typically observed in deep learning studies593

[61, 63] to ensure the animal could make a perceptual difference between the two images; we were not interested594

in identifying the smallest image perturbations that led to changes in V4 responses (for IT neurons, see [64]) but595

rather if the compact models could be used to slightly perturb an image (out of an inifinite number of possible596

perturbations) to elicit large changes in V4 responses.597

We presented these probe images in succeeding sessions (one session for both maximizing normal and synthesized598

images and one session for adversarial images). For comparison, we also presented a number of normal images599

within each session (250 images for monkey PE and 660 images for monkey RA). After recording V4 responses,600

we assessed if the probe images did elicit changes in responses compared to normal images. Because there was601

no guarantee the recorded neurons on succeeding sessions would be the same as those targeted by the compact602

models, we first had to match each V4 neuron with a compact model. To do this, for every V4 neuron, we com-603

puted the noise-corrected R2 between that neuron’s responses and the compact model’s predicted responses on all604

presented images except the maximizing/adversarial images. The compact model that matched to a V4 neuron was605

the one with the largest R2. We then computed the repeat-averaged responses of a V4 neuron to the probe images606

for the matched compact model (Fig. 2b-f).607

Similarity of filter kernels608

A coarse measure of whether two different compact models have similar computations in the same layer is to609

assess whether the two models have similar convolutional filter kernels. We devised a kernel similarity metric610

where a value close to 1 indicates that each convolutional filter in one model has a corresponding convolutional611

filter that matches in its pattern of kernel weights (i.e., the 5 × 5 weight matrix for each convolutional filter). A612

kernel similarity close to 0 indicates that no matching filters are present.613

Ideally, we would like to compare kernel similarity across layers to make statements such as layer i has more614

similar filters than those of layer j). To do this, we must account for the different number of filters across layers615

(Fig. 3a). We devised a kernel similarity metric to account for this difference, defined as follows. For a given layer,616

we randomly choose two non-overlapping sets of 100 filters each. For each pair of filters between the two sets, we617

compute the dot product of their kernel weights (each normalized to unit norm) and take its absolute value. Then,618

in an iterative manner, we select the filter pair with the largest value and select the next filter pair such that a filter619

can only be chosen for a single pair. After no pairs remain, we define the kernel similarity as the average value620

across all selected pairs. We perform this procedure for 500 runs; the mean and s.d. are reported in Figure 3b.621

Because the kernel size of layer 1 filters was 5 × 5 × 3 to account for the 3 RGB channels, we averaged each622

filter’s kernel weights over the RGB channels, resulting in a 5 × 5 filter. Still, it was not fair to compare kernel623

similarities between layer 1 and any other layer, as layer 1 was not smoothed during training (whereas layers 2-624

5 were smoothed), leading to more “jagged” kernel weight patterns. In addition, we could not compare kernel625

similarities between the spatial readout layer and any other layer, as the filters in the spatial readout layer were626

28× 28, much larger than the 5× 5 filters in the other layers. For these reasons, we only compare kernel similarities627

among layers 2-5. For reference, we computed the kernel similarity if all filters had kernel weights drawn from a628

standard normal.629

CKA similarity630

To compare the internal representations between two compact models (Fig. 3c), we employed Centered Kernel631

Alignment (CKA) similarity, a commonly-used metric to compare representations between two deep neural632

networks [71]. CKA similarity is computed as follows. Consider the response activity of two representations633

X ∈ RKX×n and Y ∈ RKY×n for the same n images, where KX and KY are the number of feature variables in634
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each representation (KX and KY need not be equal). We assume that X and Y are centered—the means of each635

row are 0. We then define CKA similarity (using a linear kernel as in [71]) as follows:636

K(X,Y) =
1

(n− 1)2
tr(XTXYTY)

CKA similarity(X,Y) = K(X,Y)
/√

K(X,X)K(Y,Y)

where tr denotes the trace operation. A CKA similarity close to 1 indicates two representations are highly similar;637

a value close to 0 indicates the representations are different.638

CKA similarity has several nice properties, including invariance to orthogonal linear transformations (e.g., if the639

rows of X were a permutation of the rows of Y) and invariance to isotropic scaling (e.g., if X = cY for some640

scalar c). As opposed to a similarity metric based on canonical correlation analysis [121], CKA similarity will641

be larger if the eigenspectra of the two representations are similar—in other words, CKA similarity captures if642

two representations have the same dominant dimensions or not. In addition, when both representations have one643

variable each, CKA similarity is equivalent to the squared Pearson correlation (i.e., the signal correlation squared644

between the outputs of two models). Other similarity metrics exist [121, 122]; however, because almost all of these645

similarity metrics rely on the same principles of invariance to linear transformations and isotropic scaling, we do646

not suspect our conclusions to differ using a different similarity metric. We computed the CKA similarity between647

all pairs of models for each of the 5 layers, as well as the model’s output, in response to 10,000 randomly-chosen648

normal images (Fig. 3c).649

Compact model shared across all V4 neurons650

Given our finding that the early layers of the compact models had similar convolutional filters (Fig. 3b) and sim-651

ilar representations across V4 neurons (Fig. 3c), we reasoned that we could identify a ‘shared’ compact model652

that predicted all 219 heldout V4 neurons together. Specifically, we wondered how many filters k were needed653

in the first three layers of this shared compact model. The architecture of the shared compact model resembled654

that of a compact model before pruning (i.e., the ‘distilled’ model, see Ext. Data Fig. 1). Namely, layer 1 was a655

2-d convolutional layer comprising k filters with kernel size 5 × 5 × 3 (for 5 × 5 image patches and three RGB656

channels) followed by batchnorm and ReLUs. Layers 2 and 3 were 2-d separable convolutional layers compris-657

ing k filters with kernel size 5 × 5 and a stride of 2 followed by batchnorm and ReLUs. Layers 4 and 5 were the658

same as layers 2 and 3 except always with 100 filters. The output embedding for m images is a tensor with shape659

m × 28 × 28 × 100. We map this embedding to the responses of n V4 neurons via a factorized linear mapping660

(see ‘Predicting V4 responses’). This architecture allowed us to vary the number of filters in the first three layers661

k while allowing specialization for layers 4 and 5. Similar to how we trained each compact model, we trained the662

shared compact model on predicted responses of our deep ensemble model to 12 million images; to minimize our663

loss function of mean squared error, we used the Adam optimizer [120] with a learning rate of η = 10−4. For664

every 500,000 training images, we smoothed the kernel weights of the convolutional filters in layers 2-5 and the665

28 × 28 kernel weights in the spatial pooling stage of the factorized linear mapping (Gaussian smoothing with666

smoothing factor σ = 0.5 pixels). We computed the noise-corrected R2 for each heldout V4 neuron on the heldout667

half-split of images (the other half of images was used to linearly map the deep ensemble model to V4 responses).668

We varied the number of early layer filters k (Fig. 3e) and trained a new shared compact model for each k. The669

noise-corrected R2 values reported for this analysis slightly differ from those in Fig. 1b because here we held out670

half of a V4 neuron’s responses to compute prediction performance while in Fig. 1b we perform cross-validation671

for the responses. For reference, we fixed the randomly initialized kernel weights for the k convolutional filters672

of layers 1-3, trained all remaining weights of the shared compact model (including the ‘mixing’ weights of the673

separable convolutions), and re-computed prediction performance (Fig. 3e, ‘untrained shared filters’). If prediction674

performance of a shared compact model with untrained shared filters matched that of a shared compact model with675

trained shared filters, it suggests that the similarities among early layers does not arise from shared kernel weights.676

We found this was not the case (Fig. 3e, ‘trained shared filters’ line above ‘untrained shared filters’ line). How-677

ever, as expected, increasing the number of filters k led to a smaller difference between prediction performances678

because the untrained, random kernel weights form an overcomplete basis of filters (i.e., with enough random679
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linear projections, all information about the input is retained); for a large enough k, both models (with trained and680

untrained convolutional filters) would achieve similar prediction performance.681

Dot detector characterization682

To identify a compact model that exemplified a “dot detector”, we assessed the preferred stimuli for each compact683

model (e.g., the maximizing normal and synthesized images) and chose the one that most resembled a dot detector.684

To ensure the chosen compact model was a dot detector, we devised an artificial stimulus set in which we varied685

the dot location, size, and number (Fig. 4b and Ext. Data Fig. 5). For dot location, we varied the location of a686

dot with a small size (5 pixel radius) for 28 × 28 equally-spaced locations; the model’s preferred dot location687

is the dot location with the largest response. For dot size, we placed a dot at the model’s preferred location and688

varied its radius from 2 pixels to 22 pixels. For dot number, we placed k dots randomly within 25 pixels of the689

preferred location and varied k from 1 to 10 dots. For each dot number, we generated 10 instances and took the690

mean response of the model.691

To identify which filters contributed to the chosen model’s selectivity to dot size, we considered the model’s output692

responses rno ablation to the dot size stimuli versus the model’s output r¬LℓFj when we ablated the jth filter from693

layer ℓ (i.e., set its kernel weights to 0). If a filter contributed to dot size selectivity, we would expect to see a large694

change in the model’s output. To quantify this, we defined a dot size invariance (DSI) metric for the jth filter of695

layer ℓ as follows:696

DSI(ℓ, j) =

∑
x
(r̃(x)¬LℓFj − r̃(x)no ablation)

2∑
x
r̃(x)2no ablation

where x denotes which dot size stimulus, and r̃ denotes the residual model response after the mean model response697

across all dot size stimuli was subtracted. We found this re-centering to be necessary, as ablating some filters698

produced an additive offset change in response but otherwise left the dot size selectivity of the model intact. To699

identify which filters in layer 3 were necessary (Fig. 4e), we cumulatively ablated layer 3 filters by the following700

greedy procedure. First, we identified the individual filter that, once ablated, yielded the smallest increase in DSI701

(i.e., the filter that least contributed to the model’s dot selectivity). We repeated this process for the remaining702

unablated filters while keeping all chosen filters ablated. At some point, DSI must increase, as ablating all filters703

leads to DSI = 1. Thus, the filters chosen last in this process (i.e., the ones where DSI starts to increase) contribute704

most to the model’s dot size selectivity. We investigated the 12 filters to be chosen last (rightmost dots in Fig. 4e),705

from which we found 6 filters that carried out a simple computation (Fig. 4f-h); the remaining 6 filters appeared to706

be redundant or had weaker effects.707

We also found that the dot-detecing compact model preferred multiple dots with varying positions (Fig. 4a). In708

a similar analysis, we identified the circuit mechanisms contributing most to dot number selectivity (Ext. Data709

Fig. 5).710

Statistical analysis711

Significance testing was performed with two-tailed permutation tests unless otherwise states. If the actual statistic712

was greater or less than all “permuted” statistics under the null hypothesis, the p-value was set to 0.002, equal to713

1/n where the number of runs n = 500. Bootstrapped confidence intervals of medians were computed by 500 runs714

of re-estimating the median by sampling from the data with replacement. Numbers of images, repeats, neurons,715

and sessions are listed in Extended Data Table 1.716
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Extended Data Figure 1: Detailed diagrams of deep ensemble model and compact model network architec-
tures.

a. Detailed diagram of our deep ensemble model, which uses the early layers of a task-driven ResNet50 and an
ensemble of ResNet-like DNNs. Each ensemble DNN has skip-connection blocks and relies on separable convo-
lutions to reduce the number of parameters. The shapes of each output activity tensor as well as the shapes of the
weight tensors are in parentheses nearby their corresponding layer. See Methods for details.

b. Diagrams of linear mappings between a model’s embedding output activity X (of shape p× p× k for p downsam-
pled pixels and k channels/filters) and V4 responses. Ridge regression fits a weight matrix βridge of shape p× p× k
with L2 regularization (top). The predicted response r̂ is computed from embedding X as the following:

r̂ =
∑
k

∑
i,j

βridge
ijk Xijk + β0

where β0 is an offset term.

The factorized linear mapping [110] fits two weight matrices: a mixing matrix βmixing of shape k × 1 that integrates
or “mixes” information across filters and a spatial pooling matrix βspatial of shape p × p that integrates spatial
information. The predicted response r̂ is computed as the following:

r̂ =
∑
k

βmixing
k

∑
i,j

βspatial
ij Xijk + β0

This factorized mapping can be thought of as a low-rank approximation to ridge regression. Comparing the num-
ber of parameters between the two mappings reveals that the number of parameters of ridge regression (p · p · k) is
(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 1: Detailed diagrams of deep ensemble model and compact model architectures.
(...continued from previous page)

substantially greater than that of the factorized linear mapping (p · p + k). Given that the linear mapping needs to
be fit to a small amount of training data (typically < 1, 500 images), the factorized linear mapping will less likely
overfit due to its smaller number of parameters (Ext. Data Fig. 2).

c. Although the recording electrode array was chronically implanted, we could not be entirely certain that we
recorded the same V4 neuron across two or more sessions. Thus, we assumed that each recording session was
a new sampling of V4 neurons (with the caveat that some neurons were likely present in multiple sessions). To
build this assumption into the model, we gave each recording session its own linear mapping between the embed-
ding output of the deep ensemble model and that session’s V4 responses (β1, β2, . . . , βN for N sessions). When
training the deep ensemble model on the ith session, we set the weights of β to 0 (but kept all other weights of the
deep ensemble the same) and performed stochastic gradient descent end-to-end; we found that resetting β with
previously-trained β’s led to overfitting and worse performance. To evaluate the model’s predictions on a held
out session, we trained β on a portion of the image/response pairs and predicted the remaining pairs in a cross-
validated manner.

d. Detailed diagram of a compact model, including the separable convolutional layers, batchnorms, and ReLUs.
The ith layer has its own number of filters Ki except for layers 1 and 2 which have the same number of filters
(K1 = K2) due to layer 1 being fully convolutional. We illustrate separable convolutions in two parts: the convolu-
tional filters (red squares) and the mixing weights (green matrices). Each convolutional filter processes the activity
map of one input filter, making the number of convolutional filters in the ℓth layer equal to Kℓ−1, the number of
output channels for the (ℓ−1)th layer. Each mixing matrix linearly combines the output of these convolutional filters
across filters and takes shape Kℓ−1 ×Kℓ. Layer 1 is a fully convolutional layer, and the spatial readout layer is a
dense layer but can be thought of as a set of spatial receptive fields whose output is summed together. See Methods
for further details.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Comparing our noise-corrected R2 values versus those reported in a previous
study.

Comparing noise-corrected R2s across studies can be difficult, as they often differ in spike sorting procedures, the
types and numbers of images presented, how the noise-corrected R2 metric is computed, and how DNN features
are mapped to V4 responses. Indeed, for linearly mapping task-driven DNN features to V4 responses, we find
a difference between our reported noise-corrected R2 = 0.45 (Fig. 1b) with another reported noise-corrected
R2 = 0.89 from a previous study [40]. Here, we determine that this difference is primarily due to different noise-
corrected R2 metrics and spike sorting criteria.

(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 2: Comparing our noise-corrected R2 values versus those reported in a previous
study.

(...continued from previous page)

a. A key difference between our study and [40] is our noise-corrected R2 metric. [40] use the BrainScore R2,
which computes an R2 ceiling by splitting repeats into two halves, corrected with the Spearman-Brown procedure
[30]. The BrainScore R2 is computed with the following pseudocode:

R : (Nimages ×Nrepeats) // matrix of V4 responses over repeats
r̄ = row mean(R) // means over repeats
r̂ : (Nimages × 1) // model predictions
ρmodel v data = corr(r̄, r̂) // correlation over images
for irun = 1 to Nruns do

shuffle repeats per row in R
r̄split1 = row mean(R[:, 1 to Nimages/2])
r̄split2 = row mean(R[:, Nimages/2 to Nimages])
ρsplit[irun] = corr(r̄split1, r̄split2)

end
ρ̄split = mean(ρsplit) over runs
ρceiling = 2ρ̄split/(1 + ρ̄split)

R2
BrainScore = ρ2model v data/ρ

2
ceiling

We use a recently-proposed unbiased noise-corrected R2 metric (mathematically defined in Methods), which was
shown to be more consistent at estimating the true R2 versus other proposed R2 metrics [106].

For each of our 219 recorded neurons on 4 held out sessions, we computed the unbiased R2 versus the BrainScore
R2 using a linear mapping (ridge regression) between ResNet50 features and V4 responses (cross-validated). We
noticed a sizable increase of the BrainScore R2 (dots to the right of dashed line, ∆R2 ≈ 0.15), including some
neurons with BrainScore R2 > 1 (dots to the right of 1), likely caused by too few repeats to properly estimate R2.
This overestimation in R2 was expected and motivation for an unbiased R2 [31]. This increase appeared to be a
shift for every neuron, as the unbiased R2 was correlated with the BrainScore R2 across neurons (ρ = 0.84). Each
dot denotes a V4 neuron; µ denotes the mean R2 across neurons.

b. Because [40] uses the BrainScore metric, we wondered if this entirely explained the difference between the
reported R2s. We re-computed the BrainScore and unbiased R2 metrics for the publicly-available V4 responses
from [40] with ResNet50 features and found a similar difference in mean noise-corrected R2 with a larger Brain-
Score R2 (dots to the right of dashed line, ∆R2 ≈ 0.15). Again, this increase appeared to be a shift, as the R2s
were correlated across neurons (ρ = 0.86). We note that our reported BrainScore R2 = 0.73 was lower than
that reported by [40] (R2 = 0.89) for the same data. To account for this difference, we trained a factorized linear
mapping [110] (same as used in [40]) and achieved a BrainScore R2 = 0.83; we suspect using their retinal trans-
formation would then achieve the same BrainScore R2.

We conclude that the BrainScore R2 metric adds ∼0.15 to an unbiased R2 metric; however, for the same unbiased
R2 metric, we see a difference of ∆R2 ≈ 0.2 (compare orange µ between a and b; similar for BrainScore R2).
Thus, a difference in metric contributes to differences in reported R2s but does not provide a full explanation.

(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 2: Comparing our noise-corrected R2 values versus those reported in a previous
study.

(...continued from previous page)

c. We checked another possibility—in our study, we presented colorful natural images while [40] presented
grayscale images with foreground objects placed on unrelated natural backgrounds (see inset images). To see
if this difference in image type could lead to differences in R2, we used one recording session to present 600 col-
orful natural images and 600 images from [40]. We found that when predicting these V4 responses with ResNet50
features, there was only a modest increase in R2 for the grayscale images (mean R2 = 0.32 for grayscale images
versus mean R2 = 0.28 for colorful images). We also observed that these R2s were correlated across neurons
(ρ = 0.39). Thus, the differences in image statistics likely was not a contributing factor in the differences in unbi-
ased R2 between our responses and responses in [40].

We conclude that this difference in R2 arises because of differences in spike sorting and electrode unit criteria.
[40] have stricter criteria for retaining recorded units (neurons must be present across multiple sessions, single-unit
isolation, etc.), whereas our criteria are less strict (neurons need only be present for one session, multi-unit activity
is possible). This highlights the need to test one’s model on multiple data sets from different laboratories [30].

d-e. Compared to a task-driven DNN model that appears to generalize well for any V4 neuron, we tailored our
data-driven deep ensemble model to predict only our recorded V4 responses. It was unclear if our deep ensemble
model could generalize to V4 neurons on which it was not trained (i.e., generalize to “out-of-distribution” V4
neurons). To test this, we sought to use the deep ensemble model to predict the V4 responses from [40]. To make
a fair comparison, we recorded V4 responses to images from [40]; we confirmed that our deep ensemble model
predicted responses to these images (d, median unbiased noise-corrected R2 m = 0.61) to the same extent as those
to natural images (Fig.1b, median R2 m = 0.61). Similarly, using ResNet50 features had nearly identical predic-
tion performances (d, median unbiased R2 m = 0.43; Fig. 1b, median R2 m = 0.43). This suggests that our deep
ensemble model could predict our V4 responses to images from [40] to the same extent as those to colorful natural
images, consistent with ResNet50’s predictions (c). Next, we performed the same analysis but for V4 responses
from [40]. Using ResNet50 features increased prediction performance (d, m = 0.43 to e, m = 0.60), consistent with
the increased prediction performance between our V4 responses to colorful natural images (a, orange, µ = 0.41)
and V4 responses from [40] (b, orange, µ = 0.59). We expected prediction performance for the deep ensemble to
worsen between our V4 responses and responses from [40], as our deep ensemble model was optimized only for
our recorded V4 responses. However, this was not the case: Prediction performance remained at the same level
between the two (d, m = 0.61 versus e, m = 0.62). This suggests that our deep ensemble model can generalize to
new V4 neurons, although we lose the performance gains from training on these V4 neurons. We expect that as
our deep ensemble model is trained on responses from more V4 neurons, its generalization ability will increase,
surpassing that of ResNet50.

f-g. For completeness, we also consider a newly proposed mapping between DNN features and V4 responses that
factorizes a linear mapping into a ‘spatial’ stage and a channel ‘mixing’ stage [110] (see Methods). We found a
modest increase in prediction performance for this factorized linear mapping versus a linear mapping identified
with ridge regression, both when using ResNet50 features (f, median unbiased R2 m = 0.46 versus m = 0.43) and
the output embeddings of the deep ensemble model (g, median unbiased R2 m = 0.61 versus m = 0.59) for V4
responses to natural images in our 4 held out recording sessions. We suspect that this increase, smaller than those
observed previously [40, 110], arises because we have roughly double the number of images shown per session on
which to train and test the mappings.

(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 2: Comparing our noise-corrected R2 values versus those reported in a previous
study.

(...continued from previous page)

h. We designed a procedure to prune filters that, if ablated, led to little change in the model’s output. Our pruning
procedure starts with filters in the deepest layers and proceeds backwards to filters in the earliest layers. After prun-
ing, we found the earliest layers had larger numbers of filters (∼50 filters each, Fig. 3a) than the deepest layers
(5-10 filters each, Fig. 3a). However, we wondered if this trend arose because we pruned filters in the deepest layer
first. To test for this, we reversed the order of pruning to begin with the earliest layer (i.e., layer 1) and continue to
the deeper layers. This reversal led to a larger number of filters overall (median number of filters across neurons
was 264 filters versus the 164 filters in the deep-to-early-layer pruning), yet we still found the same trend of a
larger number of filters in early versus deeper layers (compare h with Fig. 3a). We conclude that the consolidation
step identified in our compact models was not due to the way in which the model was pruned.
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Extended Data Figure 3: Maximizing synthesized images for all compact models.
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Extended Data Figure 3: Maximizing synthesized images for all compact models.
(...continued from previous page)

For each compact model, we computed the maximizing synthesized image via gradent ascent techniques (Fig. 2a).
Here, we show these images for all compact models (one image per compact model). For visual clarity, we loosely
grouped images into categories by eye. We make no claims about grouping in V4 neurons; in fact, the mean sig-
nal correlation squared across all pairs of compact models was low (ρ2 = 0.11 between model responses to
10,000 normal images). This remained true when controlling for spatial receptive field location (Fig. 3c, layer
5). Thus, the stimulus preferences across V4 neurons appear to be largely heterogeneous, allowing for a highly-
expressive set of features for downstream processing (e.g., IT neurons).
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Extended Data Figure 4: Further causal tests of the compact models.

Our compact models’ predictions held up to causal testing (Fig. 2), including identifying maximizing normal and
synthesized images. Here, we compare which type of these images better drives V4 responses. In addition, we
present results of further causal tests, including identifying saliency maps and “adversarial smooth” images.

a-c. We found that the compact models predicted much stronger V4 responses to maximizing synthesized images
versus maximizing (normal) images (a, dots above dashed line; difference of means between maximizing synthe-
sized and maximizing normal: 111.7 spikes/sec, p < 0.002, permutation test). However, this was not the case for
the real responses—both types of images evoked similarly large responses (b, dots hug dashed line, difference
of means not significant, p = 0.836, permutation test). This difference largely stems from the compact mod-
els’ inability to predict V4 responses to maximizing synthesized images (c, red dots, coefficient of determination
R2 = −26.0, not noise-corrected) whereas their prediction for maximizing normal images remains relatively intact
(c, orange dots, coefficient of determination R2 = 0.2, not noise-corrected). Each dot denotes a neuron’s response,
averaged over repeats and maximizing images (if multiple maximizing images were shown for a V4 neuron, see
Fig. 2b and c). This inability to predict maximizing synthesized images was not unexpected—the optimizing pro-
cedure had full access to every weight and every pixel to optimize an image customized for that compact model.
Moreover, the resulting synthesized images were well outside the distribution of training images, and we would
expect poor prediction for these outlying regions of image space. This was one motivation for training our deep
ensemble model with closed-loop active learning (Fig. 1f) in which we trained the model on out-of-distribution
images.

(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 4: Further causal tests of the compact models.
(...continued from previous page)

We were also suprised that the maximizing normal images evoked V4 responses as large as those to maximizing
synthesized images (b). This suggests that one cannot rule out choosing from a large pool of candidate images (in
this case, 500,000 candidate images) to maximally drive V4 responses.

d. A commonly-used approach to explain a DNN’s output is to identify which parts of an input image are the most
relevant or “salient” for the DNN’s prediction; this approach is called saliency analysis [123]. One implementation
is to smooth a small patch of the image (small orange circles in example images denote smoothed patches; these
circles were not present in actual stimuli) and see if the resulting response is larger or smaller than the response to
the original image. An increase in response (pink) indicates that the visual feature within the smoothed patch is
distracting, as removing this feature leads to a larger response. Likewise, a decrease in response (green) indicates
a salient or excitatory visual feature. We passed as input a set of images where the (i, j)th image had a smoothed
image patch centered at (i, j). We then formed a heatmap of the resulting responses r based on the (i, j) of the
image patch (‘saliency heatmap’). For this example image of a squirrel and the chosen compact model, the most
salient features are the eyes (green regions), while the most distracting features are the fur texture and the edges
around the left eye (pink regions).

e. In our causal experiments, we probed the trained compact models to identify maximizing normal images
(Fig. 2b). For each maximizing normal image, we computed the saliency heatmap of the compact model
(‘compact model prediction’) following the procedure in d. We then used these predictions to smooth 25 non-
overlapping image patches that led to the largest changes in responses (where the number 25 was chosen as a
compromise between covering as much as the image as possible within recording time constraints). On a follow-
ing session, we showed each ‘base’ image as well as the 25 images, each with one smoothed image patch. For
each example image shown here, we matched a V4 neuron with the image’s corresponding compact model (in the
same way as in Fig. 2) and computed the resulting saliency heatmap for V4 neurons (rightmost panels). Responses
were z-scored using the mean and standard deviation estimated with the V4 neuron’s responses to all normal im-
ages shown in the session. We found that V4 neurons did vary their responses to local smoothing and that these
changes in responses largely matched those predicted by the compact models. Thus, for a given image, a V4 neu-
ron’s response can be suppressed and excited by different local visual features; our compact models can be used to
predict which features at which locations.

f. Inspired by the saliency approach in d and e, we causally tested our compact models by having them predict
which visual features of an image to smooth in order to minimize a V4 neuron’s response. We first began with the
compact model’s maximizing normal image as a base image. Then, in a greedy manner, we iteratively chose an
image patch to smooth that led to the smallest response as predicted by the compact model (‘smooth-’, see orange
circle). Successive iterations added image patches that did not overlap with previously-chosen image patches. This
led to an image with specific visual features smoothed away. Bottom inset: a sequence of images for which a base
image is cumulatively smoothed at different patches determined by the compact model’s predictions; the final
smoothed image is the rightmost.

g. Example base images (left, top row, ‘maximizing base images’), smoothed versions to minimize the model
output response as predicted by a compact model (left, middle row, ‘smooth- images’), and images for which
randomly-chosen patches were smoothed as a control (left, bottom row, ‘randomly-smoothed images’). The
randomly-smoothed and smooth- images had the same number of pixels smoothed. These example maximiz-
ing base images and randomly-smoothed images elicited similarly large responses from a V4 neuron (right, black
versus green dots, p = 0.70, permutation test) whereas the smooth- image led to a substantially smaller response
(black versus blue dots, p < 0.002, permutation test, asterisk). Each dot denotes the repeat-averaged response to
one image.

(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 4: Further causal tests of the compact models.
(...continued from previous page)

h. Responses for all V4 neurons from two recording sessions (each session from a different animal). V4 neurons
were matched to compact models via held out images (same procedure as used in Fig. 2b-f). For one session, only
one base image was shown per compact model; for these images, dots denote repeat-averaged responses with no
error bars. For the other session, we presented 10 base images (and their smooth- and randomly-smoothed coun-
terparts) per neuron. For this session, dots denote the average response over the 10 images (and their repeats), and
error bars denote s.e.m. over the 10 images. Neurons were sorted based on mean response to the base images. We
found that responses to smooth- images were roughly half as small as responses to the base images across V4 neu-
rons (blue versus black dots, normalized percent change computed as %∆r̄ = 100 · [r̄(smooth-)− r̄(base)]/r̄(base):
mean %∆r̄ ± s.e.: −46.1% ± 3.5%). Little to no decrease between maximizing base and randomly-smoothed
images (green versus black dots, mean %∆r̄ ± s.e.: −3.7%± 1.9%). Thus, in a causal test, the compact models ac-
curately predicted which visual features (and their spatial information) were most salient to the V4 neurons. This
provides further evidence that the compact models accurately capture the stimulus preferences of V4 neurons—
and what visual features in those preferred stimuli are most important to the V4 neuron.
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Extended Data Figure 5: Explaining a dot-detecting compact model’s selectivity for multiple dots.

To understand the computations within a compact model, we chose to investigate a particular compact model that
resembled a dot detector (Fig. 4). We focused on the model’s selectivity to dot size (Fig. 4b) and uncovered a sim-
ple computation by isolating the filters that contributed to dot size selectivity (Fig. 4c-h). However, we suspected
this compact model was also selective to the number of dots, as its preferred stimuli typically had two to five dots
in the image (Fig. 4a). Here, we investigate this model’s dot number selectivity.

a. Diagram of the compact model that resembles a dot detector. We expected to see dot-like filters (i.e., middle
excitation surrounded by inhibition or vice versa) in layers 1-3 but found none. This led us to identify corner and
large edge detecting filters that ultimately contributed to dot size selectivity (Fig. 4c-h).

b. Besides varying dot size, we also varied the location of a small dot with a radius of 5 pixels (left, ‘vary dot
location’) and dot number (right, ‘vary dot number’). The compact model (same as in a and Fig. 4) preferred three
dots to the center right (with dot radii of 5 pixels, from Fig. 4b).

Given this compact model’s preferred stimuli (Fig. 4a) and selectivity to dot location (left), dot number (right), and
dot size (Fig. 4b), we conclude that this compact model is a dot detector.

c. In the same manner as we identified filters contributing to dot size selectivity (Fig. 4c and d), we ablated each
filter and measured the model’s dot number invariance. A dot number invariance of 1 indicates that after ablating
a filter, the model is no longer able to detect different numbers of dots; a dot number invariance of 0 indicates
no change in the model’s output (i.e., dot number selectivity remains intact). We found that none of the filters
contributed strongly to dot number selectivity (i.e., no filter, once ablated, led to a large increase in dot number
invariance); this differs from the highly contributing filters for dot size selectivity (compare c with Fig. 4d, filters
with DSI > 0.75). This indicates that dot number selectivity emerges from the last spatial readout layer.

(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 5: (...continued from previous page)

d. To understand the specific computations of dot number selectivity, we passed in three input images with dif-
ferent numbers of dots (‘input image’). We then observed the resulting activity and filter weights for layer 5 and
the spatial readout layer. We noticed that the input to layer 5 (‘layer 5 input’) appeared to detect the presence of a
dot at any given location (matching our intuition for identifying a single dot in Fig. 4f-h). The layer 5 filters (cho-
sen as those with the largest dot number invariance in c) appeared to extract specific patterns of the detected dots:
After convolution, some filters formed large excitatory regions around the dots whereas others formed smaller
regions of inhibition (‘layer 5 conv. output’). After passing through a linear combination of its filters (by multi-
plying with readout matrix Wreadout) and the ReLU activation function, we found that most of the dot regions were
extinguished with some filters activated by the edges or shells of the dot region (‘spatial readout layer input’). This
activity was then excited or suppressed by spatial readout filters that act as spatial receptive fields. After taking
a linear combination over filters (‘sum over filters’), we observed that a single small dot had both excitation and
inhibition (top activity map), while three dots led to large activity around the region of the dots (middle activity
map). Many dots led to little to no activity (bottom activity map). Summing over spatial information (i.e., pixels)
recreated the selectivity to dot number (rightmost plot).

We illustrate the circuit mechanisms in d with a conceptual diagram. The key concept is that the model identifies a
region of dots, extracts the shell around this region (by creating a larger excitatory region and a smaller inhibitory
region), and queries the size of this shell. Too small a region (i.e., a single dot) leads to weak activity and inhibi-
tion (rightmost, top activity map). Too large a region leads to weak excitation, as the shell of the region is outside
the spatial receptive field. Only an appropriately sized region (i.e., a certain number of dots) will fit within the
spatial receptive field, leading to strong excitation.

This results suggest that a key computation in dot number selectivity is to extract “regions” of interest and then to
identify the edges of these regions. If the number of dots is too large, the region’s edge will be outside the spatial
receptive field, yielding a small response. This may be a reoccurring theme in the visual cortex for other visual
features.
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Extended Data Figure 6: Identifying real V4 dot detectors with causal tests.

To confirm the presence of dot-detecting V4 neurons, we ran causal tests specifically tailored for compact models
that resemble dot detectors. We first identified compact models by training on previous recording sessions. From
the identified compact models, we chose 5 compact models that most resembled dot detectors based on their
stimulus preferences (i.e., maximizing normal and synthesized images) and their responses to artificial dot stimuli
(see Fig. 4a and b and Ext. Data Fig. 5). We note that the chosen dot detecting compact model in Figure 4 was
not one of the chosen, as this compact model matched to a V4 neuron from another animal. For a future recording
session, we presented the maximizing normal and synthesized images of the 5 chosen models as well as artificial
dot stimuli (same dot stimuli as in Fig. 4b and Ext. Data Fig. 5b). We identified the 5 recorded V4 neurons that
best matched the predictions of the 5 compact models (by computing the noise-corrected R2 from all other images
shown in the session, same procedure as in Fig. 2b-f) and show their responses here.

a. The maximizing normal images (left, examples) and maximizing synthesized images (middle, examples) cho-
sen from the 5 compact models tended to more strongly drive V4 responses than responses to normal images
(right, ‘max. synth. images’ and ‘max. images’ dots more to the right than ‘normal’ black dots). Each dot is the
repeat-averaged response to one image; lines denote medians. All maximizing stimuli yielded median responses
significantly greater than the median response to normal images (p < 0.02, one-sided permutation test, asterisks)
except one set of maximizing synthesized stimuli (bottom row, V4 neuron 5, red dots, p = 0.922, one-sided permu-
tation test). This failure could be from instability in the electrode array (i.e., the V4 neuron on which the compact
model was trained no longer was accessible by the electrode array) or due to model mismatch.

(continued on next page...)
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Extended Data Figure 6: Identifying real V4 dot detectors with causal tests.
(...continued from previous page)

b. V4 responses to the artificial dot stimuli that varied in dot location (left), dot size (middle) and number of dots
(right). Same format as in Figure 4b and Extended Data Figure 5. Dot locations were subsampled to 28 × 28 lo-
cations to limit the number of images. Error bars in ‘vary dot number’ denote 1 s.e.m. across 10 different images,
where each image had the same number of dots but in different locations randomly chosen to be nearby the pre-
ferred location (see Methods).

We found that these V4 neurons had preferred dot locations (b, left), preferred dot sizes (b, middle), and preferred
numbers of dots (b, right), consistent with these V4 neurons being dot detectors. Thus, these results confirm the
presence of dot detectors in V4. We observed diverse selectivity to dot size, including V4 neurons selective to
the tiniest dots (neurons 1, 2, and 5) and small dots (neurons 3 and 4). Similarly, we observed selectivity to one
dot (neurons 2 and 4), 2 dots (neuron 3), and 3 or more dots (neurons 1 and 5). Thus, even within the class of dot
detectors, there appears to be large diversity in stimulus preferences.
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arti�cial images

maximizing normal and synthesized images of deep ensemble model

probe images used for causal testing

gaudy images

images chosen adaptively by active learning

normal images

Extended Data Figure 7: Example visual stimuli shown in experiments.

Example images for each type of visual stimuli shown in our experiments. Example images were randomly se-
lected for each type. See Methods for details about how images were chosen or generated.
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Extended Data Tables1003
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session ID monkey ID train/test # neurons image type (#) # repeats/image
190923 WE test 33 neurons normal (1,200) 14 repeats
190924 WE train 25 neurons normal (600), active learning (300) 13 repeats
190925 WE train 36 neurons normal (600), active learning (300) 14 repeats
190926 WE train 27 neurons normal (600), active learning (300) 15 repeats
190927 WE train 31 neurons normal (600), active learning (300) 11 repeats
190928 WE train 24 neurons normal (600), active learning (300) 13 repeats
190929 WE train 33 neurons normal (600), active learning (300) 15 repeats
201016 PE train 82 neurons normal (300), gaudy (300) 6 repeats

201017 PE train 88 neurons
normal (300), active learning (300),

gaudy (300) 7 repeats

201018 PE train 80 neurons normal (600) 5 repeats

201019 PE train 82 neurons
normal (800), active learning (400),

gaudy (400) 4 repeats

201020 PE train 87 neurons
normal (800), active learning (400),

gaudy (400) 4 repeats

201021 PE train 88 neurons
normal (800), active learning (400),

gaudy (400) 7 repeats

201022 PE train 79 neurons
normal (1,000), active learning (500),

gaudy (500) 5 repeats

201023 PE train 86 neurons
normal (1,000), active learning (500),

gaudy (500) 7 repeats

201024 PE train 85 neurons
normal (1,000), active learning (500),

gaudy (500) 7 repeats

201025 PE test 89 neurons normal (1,200) 12 repeats
210224 PE validation 67 neurons normal (800) 9 repeats
210225 PE test 55 neurons normal (1,200) 6 repeats
210226 PE train 78 neurons normal (600), maximizing (1,000) 6 repeats
210301 PE train 61 neurons maximizing (650), causal tests (1,350) 4 repeats
210302 PE train 70 neurons maximizing (650), causal tests (1,350) 5 repeats
210303 PE train 67 neurons maximizing (2,049) 3 repeats
210304 PE train 65 neurons maximizing (1,968) 5 repeats
210305 PE train 70 neurons causal tests (400) 22 repeats
210308 PE train 70 neurons normal (500), causal tests (1,500) 4 repeats

210309 PE train 56 neurons
normal (600), causal tests (1,200),

artificial (200) 4 repeats

210310 PE train 64 neurons normal (1,000), gaudy (1,000) 3 repeats
210312 PE train 81 neurons maximizing (2,000) 4 repeats
210315 PE train 65 neurons maximizing (2,000) 2 repeats
210316 PE train 62 neurons normal (1,000), gaudy (1,000) 3 repeats
210322 PE train 59 neurons normal (600), Bashivan et al., 2019 (600) 4 repeats
210323 PE train 59 neurons normal (600), gaudy (600) 4 repeats
210324 PE train 54 neurons normal (600), gaudy (600) 4 repeats
210325 PE test 50 neurons Bashivan et al., 2019 (640) 8 repeats
210326 PE train 60 neurons normal (600), gaudy (600) 4 repeats
210620 RA train 42 neurons normal (1,600) 9 repeats
210621 RA train 51 neurons normal (1,200) 16 repeats
211008 RA train 21 neurons normal (1,200) 24 repeats
211012 RA train 51 neurons normal (1,000), gaudy (1,000) 15 repeats
211013 RA train 52 neurons normal (1,000), gaudy (1,000) 15 repeats
211014 RA train 46 neurons normal (1,000), gaudy (1,000) 11 repeats
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211015 RA train 49 neurons normal (1,000), gaudy (1,000) 18 repeats
211018 RA train 56 neurons normal (1,500), gaudy (1,500) 10 repeats
211022 RA test 42 neurons normal (1,600) 20 repeats

211025 RA train 54 neurons
normal (233), maximizing (150),

gaudy (233), artificial (1,384) 16 repeats

211026 RA train 56 neurons
normal (660), causal tests (840),

active learning (250), gaudy (250) 13 repeats

211027 RA train 56 neurons
normal (240), causal tests (1,260),
active learning (250), gaudy (250) 18 repeats

211028 RA train 55 neurons
normal (660), causal tests (840),

active learning (250), gaudy (250) 14 repeats

211103 RA train 49 neurons
normal (750), maximizing (750),
active learning (750), gaudy (750) 13 repeats

Extended Data Table 1: Details of recording sessions and visual stimuli.

Details for all 50 recording sessions from 3 monkeys (WE, PE, RA). Session ID is the date collected
(YY/MM/DD). Sessions were either used for training (‘train’, 45 sessions), testing (‘test’, 4 sessions), or vali-
dation (‘validation’, 1 session). We re-used some of causal experiment sessions (e.g., session 211026) as training
sessions for the deep ensemble model; the probe images for these sessions were generated from compact models
trained only on preceding sessions (e.g., sessions 190923-211025). The reported number of neurons is after remov-
ing units with low SNR, low firing rates, etc. (see Methods). We also report the visual stimuli types and numbers.
For sessions 210322 and 210325, we presented images from a dataset released by [40] for comparison (Ext. Data
Fig. 2). For a few sessions, we presented maximizing synthesized images not only for the output of the compact
models but also for internal filters of the compact models; these images were used for exploratory analyses. We
also report the median number of repeats across images; the number of repeats may vary across images due to
recording session length and the number of correct/incorrect trials performed by the animal.
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